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April Fool's

T

oday is April 1, 1997: a day far humor,

right? April fool's day is an American tra-

-

dition. Indeed, once a year, America recog-

nizes that practical jokes are good for the heart and the
soul and so we all engage in immature verbal and
physical nonsense, right?
I had a busy day and saw or spoke
with a number of clients. I want to
share some of those moments with you
My first client gf the day, who was
recently convictcd in federal court and
who is awaiting seotencing, asked me
some pcneti&ng questions about the
federal sentendug guidelines, First, he
asked me if the concept of relevant
conduct could include conduct for
whi& he waa not indicted. I was obliged to inform him that the couwpt was
as b2g anrI broad BS Montma and coqld,
depending upon tbe whim of the probation officer and the common s e n e of
the Court, include virtually anything
but the kitchen sink. Upon momentary
refection, I threw m the kitehen sink.
%laughed.
-

-

-

-

-
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He was sufficiently alert and quick,
howem, to ask me why the Judge had
not given the jury an opfionto Bnd him
innocent on the verdict forui. "'Why
didnZtthe judge put a third line on the
vetdiet f o ~ mas to each count so that the
jury could End me inncrcent." I
responded that the llaw did not support
the wbmission of a third option aud
that althongh 1 had asked the Judge to
put a third option, the Judge did not;
k l i e w the law allowed him to give a
jury such a special verdict form
because there w w no prier care law
supportfor the option. He 1~ughed.
-

He next aakcd me whethec Montana
was broad eaougb to include conduct
for which the jury acquitted him. I care
fully explained that the Supreme Court
a£the United States had tecently cansidered this issue hecause it was so
mind hogglimg and confusing. I related
to him that an acquittal did not mean
that he was innow6 just that the government had not proven his guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt. Thus, the
acquittal did no1 mean that he had not
engqed in the conduct. Accordingly, I

4

told him yes, the acquitted oouduct
could be included in the rezevant conduct. He laughed.

-

-

-

-

-

He then mked me about the amount
asked him if be had ever
played dominoes or had beeh a student
of the theory of the spread of cotnmunism in Southeast Asia. He iustantly
undepstood and b~wkeimo laughter.

conrthhou9e for going to trial and that as
long a5 the Judge articulated reasons
which were atguably supported by the
record, the J u d s could depart upwatd
for a viitualfy endless list of l~ssous,He
laughed.
Another client called fmm a federal
peninnthy. He asked about the status
of his Section 2255 motion. I told him
that I had just reviewed his pIea bargain, plea colloquy, and senfencing
hearing and that based upon tbose dowmen% he had waived everythingbut t h e
right to his first boin ohild. He laughed.

af the lorn. I

He moved on to the prospect of a
downward depafputt. I lau~hed.
He then asked me about the upward
departure language in the PSR. I told
him he might be charged rent on the
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A third client - from San Antonio
- did not ask me onc question ahouf
his case. Instead, he asked me how
some conservatiw Repnblicans in the
Congms could try to seek the removal
3f a federal judge (Judge Fml Biwy)
for ruling that two Republicans eould
not take local offices pending the resalution of state court lawsuits regarding
whethm military pwsoune1 could vote
in Iocal elections. I explained that at

least some Congressmen believed that
federal judges had too much power and
should be impeached for not d i n g in a
particular manner. We both laughed.
Another of my clients asked me why I
practiced criminal law. I asked him why
he wanted to know. He responded that it
was insanity to practice criminal law.
From his perspective, any competent,
aggressive criminal defense attonley who
was willing to stand up and he counted
had a bullseye paiuted on his back. He
offered to put me into the used car husiness where I could make two or three
times what 1 make in the practice of crinlinal law. While I pondered the financial
incentives of becoming a used car salesman, my client explained that my toughest decision every day would he to decide
when I left the car lot. We both laughed.
My final conversation with a client on
April 1 focused upon why the Judge.in
Denver would stalt july selection in the
McVeigh trial on such an auspicious
occasion. I decided uot to correct him
(since jury selection had begun on March
31) and told him I had no explanation.
He did! His theory was that it was the
appropriate thing to do, particularly since
McVeigh did not even deserve a trial:
everyone knew he was guilty!

I don't want to bore you with all the
humorous things that occurred during
my April Fool's day. The list is virtually
endless and this column could go on for
pages and pages. Moreover, I don't even
have a sense of humor. Thankfully,
April Fool's day comes hut once a year.
Between now and next April Fool's
day, however, I made a personal commitment to write at least one letter each
week to someone, anyone, commenting
on cuxent topics that affect our constitutional rights and the legal profession.
Maybe, just maybe, if we all become
more proactive, we can change attitudes
and make America a better place for our
children. Don't misunderstand me, I
love my country: its the best country in
the world, in my opinion. But if we
don't preserve, protect and defend the
Constitution in every lawful manner
possible and try to influence attitudes
and actions that threaten that cherished
document, then we are truly the fools.
Until later, keep the faith!

*

(ORIGINAL LE'ITER WAS ON
STATE BAR OF TEXAS LETTERHEAD)
Office of the General Counsel

Chuck Lanehart
CHAPPELL & LANEHART, P.C.
1217 Avenue K
Lubbock, Texas 79401

Dear Chuck:
Pursuant to our conversation I am setting forth how we deal with writings
alleging professional misconduct in the taping of telephone conversations that
are otherwise legal.
Professional Ethics Opinion 514 sets forth the Professional Ethics
Committeeis opinion that such taping is unethical. Those opinions are not
binding on the grievance system.
The Board of Disciplinary Appeals reviews classification decisions from our
staff that are appealed. Cunently this position is that such conduct, if
otherwise legal, is not unethical. Based on that position, we currently
classified any allegation such as described in the opinion as any inquiry and
as such it is dismissed at the initial review stage by the Chief Disciplinary
Counsel staff.

I hope this helps clarify what is an unusual situation.
Sincerely,

/s/Stese
Steven W. Young
General Counsel

(Folloiving pnblicnfion of Opinion 415 in the Bar Joarnol, President David
Botsford nppointed a taskforce to obtnin a clarificntionfrornn the SBOT. This
letter is Genernl Corrrrsel Steven Yorrngis response fo Clnrck Llanehart, who
J task force. arid who is n former TCDLA and SBOT Director.
headed E ~ the
TCDL.4 nnd the Voicefor the Defense wish to tlrnnk Chrrck Lnnehart, the
members of fhe task force, and those TCDLA members I V ~ I Ocalled our
affenfiorrto tlreproblenu inherent in the subject opinion., ED.)
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Legislative Update I1
S

pring is here, and in step with the season of renewal, I
step up with a new picture and a new hat, which is

white [almost). Speaking of renewal, TCDLA AttorneyEditor Clay Conrad has left that position for a lawyer job

in Houston with TCDLA Directnr, Paul Looney. We will
miss Clay and wish him well in his new position.
Spring also means the Legislative 8 s d o n is mote than one-half over and the
legislative rules have to be suspended in
order to tile new hills. The downside is
that there is already several bills that, if
passed, would not he in t h e best intemt
of the citizens of Texas. What foUows is
a partial list* o f pending hills, some
already passed, that would amend the
Penal Code, t h e C o d e o f Criminal
Procedwre, and other statutes and codes.
*(Thanks t o T C D L A Legislative
Committee Chair, Keith Hampton, and
law clerks, Tim Sorrels, and Lisa Mogil,
for their work in compiling thisand other
bill summaries that TCDLA is nacking

this session.)
SB 97 -the new stalking s t a t e effedve
1/23/97, held unconstitutionnl ill Long v.
W e , !%IS.W.2d 285 (Tex,Crim App. 1996).
SB 1608; HB 2323. Relating to the m p l
of archaic provisions in the Code of Criminal
Procedure, the amendment of the code to
conform to certain judicial decision& and
other technical-eorrectims in the code.
Primarilyc1emup a few selected portio~~s
of
the Code of Criminal Procedure.
HB 749; SB 604 - permits the State to
commence criminal p~oceedingsagainst a
permti, even in light of delay in preserllment
oFan infonnatipn or ipdictmen$.
HB 58 - clarifies that the murder ofaprosecumr in retaliation for his service as a prose
cutw is a capital offense.
HB 312 - cleans up language far the
offease of tamping with a witness.
HB 136 - relating to pmseclltion of the
offense of tampering with or fabricating
physical evkdence.

HB 311- relmting to the prosecutimt ofcertain offenses involving handguns, illegal
knives, or clubs. Makes travelmg an extion, r a t k than a defense. Also takes out the
Idirect? language regarding hunting or other
s w h g event.
HB 821 - lncludes BWI, FWI and other
intoxication offenses for which an officer
may make a wamntieys mest
HB 845; SB 329. M@es it an offense to
make a false rep& to any employee of a law
e o f o m e n t agemy.
HB 1365(Adtor: Talton); HB 579 (Keel)
- Relatnig to the admissibility of evidence in
criminal cases. These bas ereate exceptions
to the Texas exdusionary rnle under 38.23,
is., independent source, attenuationninevitable
discovery, and good faith, and eliminafes or
mticts the $anyother person1lunguage.
SB 1700 (Shapiro); HB 921 (Danburg).
Extends thestatuteof limitations farce~tdnwual offenses committed gain st childm to 10
years beyond thecompiaiiantfs 18thbirthday.
SB 758 (Shapleigh); HB 1619 (Pickett)
Relating to an application for issuance of a
subpce~a.
Permits
clectmic
application.
-

Procedure and Evidence
HB 15 (Chisum) Relating to the insilnity
defense and the admissibilitv of evidence of
mental disease m defeet in a criminal case.
This bill wipes out the insanity defense,
among other things.
HB 59 (Wilson) Relaf~ugto the pilvllege
of an individual not to be called as a wilness
for the a t e i n ce~+& cases in which tbeindivitnal's spouse is the defendant
HB 244 (Thompson) Relating to grand
jury proceedings.
HB 519 (Elkins] Relating to the jury'smle

By John Boston
in criminaland ceitain oivil cases.
HB 551 (Calbermn) Rdating to mice of ihe
intcnded useof an &hi defeusein a cdmW case.
HB 573 (Rutton) Relating to a bill of particulars in a criminal case.
SB 857 (Shapleigh) Relating to an application for issuancc of a subpoem.
SB 870 (West, Royce) Relating to visual
rewrding of persons arrested for certain
offenses.
HB 1WO (Keel) Relating to the meaning of
the t m ''amst."
SB 121; 123 (Bivins)Relating to the use of
closed circuit television to enter a plea or
waive a right in a criminal case.
HB 1096(Swhford) Relating to us511gcloses ciEuit tek%sion toenter7plea Cwaive
right in a criminal case.
HB 2249 wise) Relatidg tci the admissibility
of tcstiinu~kyin civil andcriminal proceed'mgs.
HB 921 @anburg) Relating tn the sfalute
of limitatipns for certaie sexual offenses cummitted against children.
HB I586 (Wise) Relating to the competeney of an individualto t d f y in R crimktal case.
HB 1587 (Wise) Relating to the use of visn-

Judge J,A. "Jim" Bobo~
Odmo (1989:1990)
Edwa~dA..MoIIP~
Hausfo~(1988-1989)
Chorler D..Buttr .
~

~

Probation
HB 2918 (Place) Relating to the extension of
period of supervision under the community super
vision for a defendant charged with or convictea
of certain sexual or sexually assaultive offenses.
SB 144 (Harris) Relating to the eligibility o
ce~tainsex offenders for defened adjudication.
SB 108 (Cain) Relating to conditions of con1
munity supervision, pamle, and mandatory super
vision for certain violent offenden.
SB 381 (Shapiro) Relating to the civil ant
criminal consequences of a grant of deferred adju
dication for a sexual offense or a sexuall!
assaultive offeose.

Miscellaneous Sex Crime
Proposals
SB 48 (Shapiro) Relating to the definition oi
"victim" in the context of maintaining the conti
dentiality of a sex offense victim's identity.
SB 49 (Shapiro) Relating to the contidenliali.
ty of requests for information under the sex
offender registration law.
SB 185 (Shapiro) Relating to the prosecution oi
certain sexual assaults committed against children
SB 873 (Shapiro) Relating to the manner in
which the testimony of a child who is the victim
of or witness to an alleged offense niay be t.&er
in certain criminal proceedings.
SB 77 (Shapiro) Relating to court-ordered
mental health services for a sexually violent
predator.
HB 2188 (Naishtat) SAME AS SB 542.
Relating to the prosecution of the offense of sexual assault.

DWI, and related offenses
SB 35 OVest) Relating to driving while intoxicated or under the influence of alcohol by a ininor and
other actions of a n~iuorconcerning the acquisition,
possession, mduse of alcohol;providing penalties.
SB 499 (Sibley) Relating to the authority of
certain law enforcement ageucies to establish a
cbeckpoint on a highway or street to determine
whether persons are driving while intoxicated.
SB 322 (Arrnbrister) Relating to the f h g of a
petition stating an essential need for operating a
motor vehicle.
SB 88 (West) Relating to a graduated driver's
licensing program.
SB 50 (Shapiro) Relating to the penalty for driving while a driver's license is invalid.
SB 881 (Brown) Relating to the denial of the
renewal of the driver's license of persons who
violate their promise to appear on celtain offenses
or who fail to pay the fine for certain offenses.
HB 43 (McCall) Relating to the impoundment
of the motor vehicles of certain persons convicted
of the offense of driving without a driver's license
or while adriver's licenseis suspended or revoked.

Punishment - State Jail
Felonies; Probation
HB 54 OVilson) Relating to the eligibility of
illegal aliens for community supervision.

HB 89 Valton) Relating to the applicabiliQ
of habitual offender punishment provisions tt
certain defendants convicted of statejail felonies
HB 174 (Nixon, Joe) Relating to the use of:
state jail felony conviction to enhance the pun
ishment for subsequent felony offenses
HB 288 (Ninon, Ice) Relating to the eligibil.
ity of community supervisiou for a defendan
who has previously been convicted of a felony.
HB 373 (Keel) Relating to the forfeiture ol
commutation of time for good conduct by a1
inmate of a county jail who files a frivolous 01
malicious lawsuit.
HB 441 (Wise) Relating to the prosecution
of and punishment for an offense in which a
controlled substance is used to facilitate the
commission ofthe offense.
SB 51 (Shapiro) Relating to the forfeiture of
good conduct time by certain inmates confined
in the institutional division or a transfer facility
of the Texas Department of Criminal Justice.

Hate Crime Enhancers
HB 2836 (Thompson) Relating to providing
individuals remedies for and protections against
certain hateful acts.
SB 80 (Ellis) Relating to the prosecution of
and punishment for an offense motivated by
bias or prejudice.
SB 493 (Patterson) Relating to the punishment for murder of r u ~individual selected as a
victim because of the individual's race, religion, or gender.
HB 1116 (Turner, Sylvester) Relating to the
prosecution of and punishment for an offense
!motivatedby bias or prejudice.
SB 119 (Ellis) Relating to the definition of
"school" for purposes of enhancing the punishlnent for certain offenses conunitted in a dmgfree schwl zone.

Penal Code Changes Proposed
HB 1185 (Hightower) Relating to the hudulent exercise of certain governmental functions
md the fraudulent creation or tlse of certain
Aeadings, govenuneotal documents, andtecords.
SB 661 (Armbrister) SAME AS HB 1185.
Zelating to the fraudulent exercise of certain
:ovemmental functions and the fraudulent cretio on or use of certain pleading, governmental
iocuments, and records.
SB 683 (Armbrisler) Relating to computer a d
elannnunicatio~~s
offenses;providing penalties.
SB 674 (Brown) Relating to the prosecution
>fthe offense of possession or promotion of
:hild pon~ography.
SB 758 (Shapleigh) Relating to the offense
~fcriminal mischief involving graffiti and the
egulation of customer access to aerosol paint.
SB 97 (Moncrief) Relating to the prosecnion, punishment, and sentencing of a defendant
harged with the offense of stalking.
SB 78 (Ellis) Relating to punishment for the
~ffenseof arson.
SB 160 (Brown) Relating to prosecution of
he offense of tampering with or fabricating

physical evidence.
SB 329 (Brown) Relating to the offense of making a false report to a peace officer or to an
employee of a law enforcen~entagency.
SB 71 (Haywood) Relating to the punishn~ent
for certain defendants convicted of the offense of
issuance of a bad check.
SB 143 (Harris) Relating to the punishment for
the offense of cmelty to animals.
SB 539 (Ogden) Rehting to creating the offense
of causing injury to a pregnant woman.
SB 542 (Barrientos) Relating to the prosecution
of the offense of sexual assault.
SB 548 (Sharpiro) Relating to the punishn~ent
for the offense of unlawfully vansferring a weapon.
SB 612 (Hank) Relating to a defense to pmsecution for abaxdoning or endangering a child.
SB 810 (Banientos) Relating to the protection
of certain unmarked burials and assaciated human
remains or funerary objects and to the creation of
certain offenses concerning nmnarked burials; providing criminal penalties.
SB 971 (Wentworth) Relating to the murder of
a peace ofticer as a capital offense.
SB 279 patterson) Relating to the prevention of
hone theft.
HB 175 (Nixon, Joe) Relating to the offense of
barratry.
HB 3M)9 (Fa~ar)Relating to the prosecution of
the offense of burglary.
SB 230 (Carona) Relating to the punishment for
[heoffense of evading arrest.

Juvenile
SB 62 (Patterson) Relating to the waiver of
~ivenilecourt jurisdiction over certain children.
SB 170 (West) Relating to the rights of a victin~
)fa delinquent child.
SB 298 (Ratliff) Relating to juvenile court
ieteation orders.
SB 319 (Harris) Relating to the waiver of cerain rights by a child.

Miscellaneous
HB 1289 (Tillery) Relating to the creation of a
~aramilitaryorganization investigatory division
within the Department of Public Safety.
HB 12W (Tillery) Relating lo the reporting of
:uspected criminal activities of a paramilitary
~rganizationto lhe Department of Public Safety.
HB 1303 (Junell) SAME AS SB 475. Relating
o the creation of a complex crime unit within the
Iepartment of Public Safety.
HB 2323 (PI,%) Relating to the repeal of .mhaic
~mvisionsin the Code of Crinlinal Procedure, the
unendment of t l code
~ to confom to certainjudicial
lecisions, and other technical mmtions in thecode.
HB 2958 (Farrar) Relating to the release of cerain information contained in a criminal defenlant's presentence or postsentence report.
S i n e d i e (without day) of t h e 7 5 t h
.egislative Session is midnight 2 June this
,ear. For those watching the process, at least,
t canit come too soon.
E v e y member get a member. Sernper fi.

*

Dear David
You probably do not remember me, but we have spoken to each other a maple of times o v a the years. I write this
short note right after readingyour "M#sagfliu Jan-Peb, '97 Vaiee. Youour comments about taking the moral high
ground and only speaking well a= excellent, Ireally enjoyed reading them.
I am in the "Wn~hw*representing citizens charged in state courts with crimes like DWI, possessim or ddivee of
mariJuana, assault, th& eta, whUe alsa maiufaininp,the general civil practice neewary to have a finandally snceessf t ~small
l
town practice. 1 appmciate the work of TCDLA, the Voice, seminars, referrals I get several times a year
fromother members, legislative lobbying, 6tc. I want ta pe~sonallythank you far your time and dedication to TCDLA
over the yeam, and pattieularly for the pmfessional leadeiship as its psident.

Lalry P" Urquhart
B~enham,Texas

THE WINNING EDGE....
ORGANIZE YOUR RECORDS FOR THAT WINNING EDGE
16 W H ~ MYLAR-REINF~CED
E
SHEETS WITH
MULTI-COLORED MYLAR TABS PRINTED AS SHOWN
DURABLE wnt NOT TEAR
ALL SHEETS ARE PRE-PUNCHED TO FIT FILE FOLDERS
OIZ THREE RING BINDERS
W TWO RING BINDER PUNCH UPON REQUEST

'BONUS: RECELVL

EVERY ORDER OF 25 SETS

1 Send me a bruclturc of I ?gal I)~mmsionsproducls - I'leadm): Organincrr. lixhibit Cundrr. Trml

MAIL TO: Legal I)imensions, P.O. Box

1132,

Laguna Beach, CA 92652

or

Notebook Organin-r. ctc.
CALL 1-803-535-7753 or FAX: (714) 583-5058
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Expunction of
Arrest Records
11. Right to Expuncfion:
"Expunction" is a procedure whereby
an individual may literally erase his or
her arrest record and then deny the
occurrence of the arrest (i.e., legally
lie], subject to certain limited exceptions. The procedure is governed by
Chapter 55 of the Texas Code of
Criminal Procedure. Expunction is a
wholly statutory procedure and you,
the practitioner, must be aware of the
rules governing both the right to an
By
expunction (CCP art. 55.01) as well as
the procedure for an expunction (CCP
art. 55.02). The rules regarding the
right to an expunction have been significantly liberalized during recent
years, so you should be aware that the
expunction statute has been held to
have retroactive application. Sfnfe v.
Arellano, 801 S.W.2d 128, 132
(Tex.App,-San Antonio 1990, no
writ). This means that you may now
use the expunction procedure to
expunge records for arrests that
occurred
prior to the effective date of
By SandraReynolds
the mosf recent amendments t o the
statute, September 1, 1993, but were
and April Smith
not expungeable under the old law. No
statute of limitations applies5;to
expunctions. I recently expunged an arrest dating back to 1968.
The most common question that you may encounter from potential
clients who may be interested in an expunction is whether you may
expunge a "deferred." Although this was a "gray area" for many
years, changes to the statute have made it fairly clear that you may
not expunge a "deferrep or, for that matter, any probated sentence.
Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Ann. art. 55.01(a)(2)(B).
10
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A. General Rule:
Keep in mind that the requirements
for an expunction are more stringent for
felonies than for misdemeanors.
Generally, any dismissal of a misdemeanor will provide the basis for an
expunction. Fnrther, a person who has
been anested for the commission of a
felony or a misdemeanor is entitled to
have all recolds relating to that arrest
expunged if the person is tried for the
offense for which ($he was arrested
and is acquitted bv the trial court.
Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Ann. art.
55.Ol(a)(l)(A). An acquittal that is
ordered by a n intermediate appellate
court is not subject to an expunction.
Harris Countj 11. Jimenez, 886 S.W.2d
521,522 (Tex. App.- Houston [Ist
Dist.] 19%, petden.). Acquittals that are
oldered by the Court of Criminal
Appeals a r e expungeable. Tex. Code
Crim. Proc. Ann. art. 55.01(b)(3).
Convictions that have been subject to a
pardon are expungeable. Tex. Code
Crim. Proc. Ann. art. 55.OI(a)(l)(B).

6. Felony Dirmirsalr:
For felony offenses, a "no-bill" or
"NACT" by the Grand Jury is expungeable. However, where as indictment or
infoimation has been presented, you
will run into major problems in.felony
cases. The most common misconception arises when you have obtained a
dismissal based upon the granting of a
motion to suppress, which does not provide the basis for an expunetion. An
indictment is "presented" when it is
duly acted upon (i.e., "true-billed") by
the grand jury and filed in the court.
Tex. Code a i m Proc. Ann. art 1206.
Felony informations are "presented"
when they are filed in the court. Tex.

3) There is no statute of limitations for expunctions - a
petition can be filed any time after the arrest takes place
(if further charges are not pursued) or after final disposition is made of the charges.

B. lnformution To Include In The Petition - Tex. Code Crim. Proc.
Ann. art. 55.02, §l[b)(ProcticeNote: I hove included 0 form
Petition for Expunction or Exhibit "A" ond o sample order is
ottoched or Exhibit "B")
1) The petitioner's full name, race, sex, date of birth, driver's license number, social security number and
adhess at the time of arrest m c t i c e Note: Please put
this on the first page of the petition so that it is easy
to find and read.);
2) The offense charged:
3) The date of the offense;

4) The date of arrest (Practice Note: LGB says:
Although the District Attorney may agree t o
expunge a n offense for which you lack this infomation, DPS will mt, so yon must have this information
and it must he accurate. If in doubt, you will probably have to go through DPS to request your client's
Criminal History Record Information, involving
payment of a fee to DPS a n d obtaining a DPSapproved Fingerprint card);

5) The county and city where the arrest occurred;
6) The name of the arresting agency;

7) The cause number or arrest number;
8) The disposition of the offense (Although this information is not required by Art. 55.02, you should include
it anyway becauseit is very helpful); and,
9) The petition must he verified.

C. Porties To Include InThe Petition - Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Ann.
oft. 55.02, §l(b)(8)
1) The petition should include any law enforcement
agency, court, jail, magistrate, or depository of criminal
records which the petitioner believes may have records
subject to expunction.

d) the arresting agency (Practice Note: If your client
was arrested by, e.g., Garland P.D., then you do
not need to notify Dallas P.D.; however, you may
need to notify both t h e relevant city police
department (i.e., "police records) and the city
jail.);
e) the District Attorney's Office;
f)

Texas Department of Public Safety,
Legal Services Division
P.O. Box 4087
Austin, Texas 78773-0001

for itself and the FederalBureau of Investigation
(Practice Note: This is how the FBI should always he
isted because the FBI will only respond to documents sent
o it through DPS. Further, Stuart Parker has opined in
is excellent paper on expunctions (see Voice for the
Iefense, Vol. 23, No. 9) that your listing of the FBI as a
)arty i n your petition m g have the tragic effect of causng the Peds to remove your expunction to federal court.
IUST DON'T DO IT!);
g) Municipal Court, the Justice of the Peace for Class
"C"misdemeanors.

3) It is easier to include agencies that turn out not to have
any records on the arrest than to find out after an
expunction is final that an agency - which was not
included in the petition - has arrest records. In such a
situation, it is necessary to file another expunction petition (and pay another filing fee) to clear up the matter.
(Pxactice Note: However, please do nut include any
unnecessary agencies {i.e., if Mesquite PD made the
arrest, do not include Dallas PD as an agency}).
4) If a party is left off the original petition and the expunction is still pending, an amended petition can be filed to
include that party. (Practice Note: If you amend, you
must get a new hearing date to provide 30 days
notice to the added agency.
5) The Order Granting Expunction will only include the parties actually listed in the petition (or amended petition).

a) the Dallas County District Clerk (for all expunctions);

6) Practice Note Reeardine Federal Aeencies: Fed&
Agencies (DEA, FAA, etc.) are not subject to the state
expunction laws. Therefore, they are not required to
expunge any records. The exception is the FBI which is
the central federal depositoiy of criminal records (see
section lII(C)(Z)(f), above). In fact, the District Clerk's
Office does not mail copies of the petition to any federal
agency.

b) the Dallas County Clerk (for misdemeanors);

D. Time Guidelines - Tex, Code Crim. Proc. Ann. Art. 55.05 $2

2) For instance, in Dallas County, this should usoally
include, but not necessarily be limited to, the following
parties:

C)

1 2

the Dallas County Sheriffs Office (in cases where
the petitioner spent time in the County jail, posted a
bond, or was arrested by DSO);
VOICE-. VOL.26
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1) An expunction takes approximately 90 days from the
date of filing until the order becomes final, mainly
because there are two 30-day waiting periods built into
the process:

~

a) the hearing must be set at least 30 days after the date
of filing (Practice Note: In Dallas, no District
Courts require an actual hearing in your "garden
variety" expunction. However, the Department of
Public Safety is now contesting son~eexpunctions,
particularly felony dismissals and expunctions
involving dismissed DWI cases where you have
asked for an expunction of the ''ALR" suspension. If one party (DPS) contests the expunction,
then you will have to appear for the hearing and
prove your entitlement to the expunction. Noncon~pliancewith this "30-day delay prior to the
hearing requirement" will result in a void
expunction order. Rodriguez v. T.M.B., 812
S.W.2d 449 (Tex.App.San Antonio 1991,));
b) once the order is signed, it does not become final
for 3 0 days(Practice Note: During this 30-day
period, you will not receive a copy of the order
until "finality" has been achieved.).

-

E. Records May Be Released To Petitioner Tex. Code Crim. Proc.
Ann. art. 55.02 §5(b):
All records and files returned to the District Clerk pursuant to an expunction order may he released to petitioner or his attorney. The petitioner or attorney must
sign for the expunction jacket. (Practice Note: Since
the removal of the District Clerk's file may make it
clifficult, if not impossible, for further compliance by
covered agencies, you must be entirely sanguine that
all parties have complied with the expunction order
prior to removing the file. Also, you should advise
your client to place the order into a safe place since
the removal of the expunction jacket or its inevitable
destruction after approximately one year will make
it i~npossibleto ever secure an additional copy, if the
original copy is lost. Of course, you should maintain
a copy in your file.)

F. Responsibility Of Agency Receiving An Expunction Order - Tex.

Code Crim. Proc. Ann. art. 55.02,§5(a)
1) On receipt of the order, each agency named in the order
2) After the order is final and is distributed to all the pa~iies,
shall:
it takes approximately 30 to 90 mot-e days for the parties j
to comply with the order by deleting computer entries f
a) return all records and files that are snbject to the
and either destroying docun~entsor forwarding them to f
expunction order to the court or, if removal is
the District Clerk for inclusion in the expnnction jacket. j
impracticable, obliterate all portions of the record

TCDLA Announces
New Member Benefit Program
TCDLA is pleased to announce a new member benefit partnership with Martin Howe Associates, Inc. TCDLA has
chosen Martin Howe to provide members with a program for low cost credit card processing and quality service -the
TCDLA Bankcard Program. Through this value-added benefit, TCDLA members are eligible for wholesale Mastercard
and Visa processing rates and discount fees, making credit card acceptance an affordable option.
Accepting credit cards can have a big impact on your practice. Funds are deposited in the bank of your choice,
greatly improving your cash flow, and billing administration and collection hassles virtually disappear. Credit card
acceptance can make your practice more efficient and cut your overhead by reducing paperwork and unbillable
activities without sacrificing client service. Even your client base can increase as your services become affordable to a
whole new range of clients who otherwise could not afford the services without the credit card payment option.
In addition to the specially negotiated pricing, the TCDLA Bankcard Program offers 24-hour customer service, with
trained representatives available eveiy day of the year. Equipment support is comprehensive, from employee training
to free next business day replacement of defective equipment. Money is deposited in your
MARTIN
local bank within two business days and supplies are free. TCDLA members can try the
program risk free with the 30 day money back guarantee and the free individualized savings
analysis. Martin Howe will calculate the effective rate you are currently paying and compare it
to the TCDLA program so you can see the savings before you go on-line.

mh

ASSOCIATES INC
A P M T Serwcrs

For more information on the new TCDLA Bankcard Program and your free savings analysis,
contact Dan Furnish at 8001456-0588 ext. 136 or fax your inquiry to 9721733-3350.
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Yotu work is not finisha after the expunction is granted.
You mt build additional monitoring activitieJ into your
fee. ARer you send the final acder to your clint, you should
cheek the county c~nputerafter about thitty days to see
wheaer yourelienf'sname ha$ been deleted fmm the index.
You should encouwe your client to meet you at the courth e to examine the expunctionjacket You should examine the expmdrrmjapket to see whether all, or at least mosf
of !be @es have c m p l i d . If they have not complied, you
should call the agmeies and^. You m y need to Lall
DPS or a locsl police dqmhnpnt in order to fltoMfe them
to c6nfply. At any nY,do not assume that all p d e s have
complied. Your olient may expe~tencesome additional
exnbarmswtt bemuse you did mt follow up on y ~ ujob.
r
Do not even &her tryingtofmd the expunctionjacket with
out the expunction cause numberr since the existemx of the
sxpmction proceeding is not a public record ahd is not
indexed on the wnly computer @fern.

I Sex Offender Treatrn

-

IV. Effect Of Expunction Order Tex. Code
Crim. Proc. Ann. art. 55.03
1) After an expuncrim oder has become final, the petitioner may deny the occurmace of the attest and the
existwce of the expunetion order
when questioned uuder oath in a criminal proceeding, the petitioner or any other person "may stake only that the matter in
questton has been expunged."
2) The releas or use of the expunged records and files is

V. Violaifon Of An Expunction Order
Code Crim. Pror. Ann. art. 55.04

- Tex.

LAWYERS ASSISTANCE
(STRIKE FORCE)
Robert C. Hinlon, (hair

1) It 1s a Class B misdemeanor to violate expunation order
in the following manner:

A person who acquires howledge of an arrest while an
officer or employee of the @$ateor of any agency or other enzity of the eta@or any political ~ubdivisionof the statc and who
knows of an order expunging the records apd f11es relating ta
that arrest commits m offense if he knowingly mleass, dissemiuate4, or otherwise uses the r w d s or ah.
z ) It is a Class B m i s d m o r for soineoue to knowingly

8

District 1

i

Rod Habson

j

i
i

i

fail to return or obliterate records which am the subject !
of an expunction order.

VI. License Suspensions and Revocatioas
Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Ann. art. 55.06

District 5

I

District 2
Mithoel Gibson
Jatk"Rusty" Wall
Joseph "Sib" Abrohom, Jr.
District 3
Mike Heiskell
Peler A. Lesser

Bennie House
Deborah Golllieb
MorjorieMeyers

I

Stonlev Sthneider
Lovine
David Cunninghorn
Robert A. Jones
Distict 6
Douglas Tinker

-

Unless the petitioner was ''aqultfeb' of driving while intoxicated c b s e sthe license suspemion or revocation recortls am
mt subject ta. expunction. Under the ALR law, a swspension
may not he imposed or, if imposed,must be lifted, if theperson
is "itcquitt& of a dminal charge arising from tho mest, without regard to an actual CCP a t . 55.01 expunotion pivceeding.
You meily need to notify DPS of the fad of the "auquitrat" on
your client's behalf. V.A.T.S. nrts. 6&87b-I,$$5(d), 81hf;
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Pam. C. 8 51.06(a)]. Copies of the application should be sent
to a11 officials and ageucies holding records referring to the
applicant. [See Fam.C. 8 51.17: Tex.R.Civ.Proc. 721

victed to have the conviction expunged. W.T.C.A., Alcoholic
Beverage Code (hereinafter "TABC" J 8 106.l(a)]. The application must contain the applicant's swoin statement that ($he
was not convicted of any violation of this code while a minor
other than the one @)he seeks to have expunged. [TABC
p106.l(b)]. If the court finds that the applicant was not convicted of any other violation of this code while a minor, it
must older the conviction, together with all complaints, veadicts, sentences, and other documents relating to the offense,
to be expunged from the applicant's record. After entry of the
order, the applicant must be released from all disabilities
resulting from the conviction, and the conviction may not be
shown or made known for any purpose. FABC §106.12(c)l.

The followingmust be given reasonable notice of the hearing:
(1) applicant or subject of records named in motion;
(2) prosecuting attorney for juvenile cou~t;
(3) authority gianting the discharge if final discharge was
from an institution or from parole;
14) public or private agency or inslitution having custody of
the records named in the application or motion;
(5) law enforcement agency having custody of files Or
records named in the application or motion.

C. Sealing Juvenile Records [fnm. C. 5 58.0031
Foi juvenile clients, an application to seal the juvenile's
files and records may he made at any time after the child has
been finally discha~gedby the juvenile court, or after the last
official action in the case if there was no adjudication. Fam.
C. 5 58.003(d)] (Note: If the child is referred to juvenile
court for any offeuse and found not guilty at the adjudication
heluing, the court must immediately order the sealing of all
files and records ielating to the case.)

4) Effect of Sealing Order
The c o u ~ must
t
send a copy of the sealing order to each
sgency o r official named in the order. [Fam. C. 8
58.003(f)]. All law enforcement. prosecuting attorney. clerk
3f court, and juvenile courtrecords, and all records of a public or private agency w institution, ordered sealed, must be
rent to the court that issued the order. [Pam. C. 5
58.003[g)(l)-(2)l. All index references to the records
3rdered sealed must be deleted. [Fam. C. 5 58.003(g)(3)1.
On inquiry, the juvenile court, clerk of court, prosecuting
sttorney, public or private agency or institution, and law
mforcement officers and agencies must respond that no
record exists with respect to the person whose records have
been sealed. [Fam. C. $58.003(g)(4)].

1) Grounds For Sealing [Fam. C. 8 58.003(a)]:
A motion to seal files and records must be granted if the
court finds that:
a) Two years have elapsed since pe~solfsfinal discharge,
or since last official action in case if no adjudication
oceuned; and,
bJ Since final discharge or last official action person has not:
i) Been convicted of felony or misdemeanor involving
moral turpitude;
ii) Been adjudicated as having engaged in delinquent conduct or conduct indicating a need for supenision; and
iii) There is no pending proceeding seeking conviction or
adjudication.
2). Violent or Habitual Delinaueot Conduct [Fam. C.
5d003(c)]

?

Also, if the person has been found to have engaged in
ielinquent conduct or conduct indicating a need for supervision, and the records are odefed sealed, the adjudication
1s vacated and the proceeding is dismissed. The adjudication is treated for all purposes other than a subsequent capital prosecution, including the purpose of showing a prior
Finding of delinquency, as if it had never occurred. [Fam.
i IC. Q 58.003(g)(5)]. Thus, a pexson whose records have
j Ibeen sealed does not have to mention the juvenile proceed: 1logs in any proceeding or application for employment,

A court may not enter an order sealing the files and records
of a peison who has received a determinate sentence for j
engaging in violent [see Fam C. 5 53.0451 or habitual felony
conduct [see Fatn. C. g 51.0311 that violated a felouy penal j
law unless all of the following conditions are met:
i) The person is 21 or oldel;
ii) The pelson was not Urnsferred from juvenile to criminal i
coud for prosecution;
i
iii) The records have not been used as evidence in the pun- i
ishment phase of a criminal proceeding [see TEX.
CODE CRIM.PROC.ANN., art. 37.07, §3(a)]; and
iv) The person has not been convicted of a felony since i
becoming 17.
j

i

3) Filing The Application
File the application in juvenile court in county of applicant's residence or in eounty where conduct occurred. [See

j

I

AUTOMATIC

C P f-h-P.C I X A M I N A T I O N

1

Dramatically improve your erossexaminatiortechnique
overnight! This revolutionary booknot only reveals the
seventeen secrets of great cross-examinationbut tmnP
lates common counroom situations into easpto-remember acronyms you'll use forever. Lose your nervousness
cross-examining witnesses. Simply apply an acronym.
then follow the istters within it to automatically des~royexperts, investigators. damage witnesses, policemen. informants, identity witnesses, virtually every type
of civil or criminal witness to win your case. This book
is the only guide you will need on cross.examination
and R "rn~ls~"
to become a areat trial lawver...Order now!

i
i
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information, or licensing, and any statement that the person
has never been found to be a delinquent child may not he
held against them in any criminal or civil proceeding.
[Fam. C. 5 58.003fi)I.
Generally, sealed files and records may be inspected only
if the person who is their subject petitions the juvenile court
for an order permitting access. Only persons named in the
order may see the sealed documents. Fgm C. 8 58.003(h)].
However, recent legislative changes may have created
enough exceptions to kill the mle:
(a) First, a juvenile court must reopen and allow the
Department of Public Safety, on request, to inspect
the fibsand records of the juvenile court relating to
an applicant for a license to carry a cwcealed
handgun under Article 4413(29ee), Revised
Statutes. [Fam. C. 9 51.16(m)].
(b) Second, certain juvenile adjudications, to-wit:
felony offenses for which the child was comruitted to the Texas Youth Commission, have been
defined to be final felony convictions and are
therefore available for enhancement purposes.
[See, Penal Code 8 12.42, pa~ticularlysuhd. (0;

also see, TEX. CODE CRIM. PROC.ANN. art.
37.07, §3(a)l. Sealing the records in these cases
will not avoid their use for enhancement, since a
prosecuting attorney may petition a juvenile
court to reopen them for enhancement purposes.
[Pam. C. 8 58,003(k); Penal C. 5 12.42(a]-(c)
and (e)].
While legislative changes have significantly decreased the
lsefulness of sealing juvenile records, the statute remains a
lseful device for misdemeanor offenses and even for felony
)ffenses when the procedure is used for purposes other than
o avoid enhancement (e.g., employment purposes).
5) Destruction of Recards [Fam. C. $ 58.003(1)]
The court, on its own motion or on the motion of a person
n whose name records are kept, may order the destruction of
ealed records if:
i) the records relate to conduct that did not violate a felony
penal law or a misdemeanor punishable by confinement
in jail:
ii) five years have elapsed sin= the person's 16th bilthday; and
iii) the person has not been convicted of a felony.

Exhibit A
No.
EXPARTE

5
8

IN THE DISTRICT COURT

$

JUDICIAL DISTRICT

5

DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS

s

PETITION FOR EXPUNCTION OF RECORDS
rnmmmmxmwsmm
COMES NOW,
, Petitioner in the above-entitIed
and numbered cause, and pefiiions the coult to order the
expunction of all records and files arising out of Petitioner's
anpst o n , and in support of such petition shows:
1.

Petitioner is a whitk _male whose full name is
. Petitioner was born on
, and was living
at
,Texas, at the rime of the bringing of the criminal charges vow at issue. H- drivers
license number
is and h_ social security number is '-

.

>

2.
On
,Petitioner was'arrestedfor
a Class " -" misdemeanor, by the
Police
Deprutpeqt &ith?nt probable cause or reasonable suspicion to
...
&unty; T$xa$. A misqemeanor
d o sop ln:;
Information' was filed by thk~istricf
Attomey:~office on the

-day
of
,.
Petitioner was arrested and post. The offense was
ed a $O
-. O
bond in cause No.
alleged to have been committed on
The case was
tried before the
and the petitioner was found "not
guilty" on

.

3.
Petitioner has reason to believe that the following
agencies, officials, or other public entities of this state
have records concerning the arrest:
a. A7TN: Expunctions
Records Department
Dallas Municipal Courts
2014 Main St.
Dallas, TX. 75201
b. Dallas County Jail I Chief Knowles/ Detention Services
Expunction Desk
133 No. Industrial Blvd.
Dallas, Tx.75207
c. Dallas County Sheriff's Office Identification Info. &
Records
133 No. Iudnstrial Blvd.
Dallas, Tx. 75207
d. Dallas City JailIExpunctions
133No. Industrial Blvd.
Dallas, Tx.75207

court, or if removal is impracticable, oblite~ateall references to Petitioner and notify the court of its action.

e. A m . April Smith, Expunctions
Dallas County District Attorney's Office
Frank Crowley Courts Bldg.
133 No. Industrial Blvd.
Dallas, Tx. 75207
f. TexasDepartment of Public Safety
Legal Services Division
P.O. Box 4087
Austin, Tx. 78773-0001
for itself and the Federal Bureau of Investigation
g. Bill Long, District Clerk
Criminal Section
133 No. Industrial Blvd.
Dallas, Tx. 75207
h. Earl Bullock, County Clerk
Criminal Section
133 No. Industrial Blvd.
Dallas, Tx. 75207

b. Request each Central federal depository to which it supplied information concerning the arrest of Petitioner to
return all such records and files to the court, or if
removal is impracticable, to obliterate all references to
Petitioner and notify the court of its action.
To direct the elerk of the court to send a certified
:opy of the order by cettified mail, return receipt requested,
to each official, agency, or other entity named in paragraph 3
7f the petition; and to send to each central federal depository
by way of the Texas Department of Public Safety Legal
Services Division an explanation of the effect of the order as
well as a request for the return or destruction of the records
held hy the central federal depository.

4.

To retun to Petitioner all records, files, and notifica5.
tions of the disposition of records and files returned to the
zourt pursuant to its expunction order within a reasonable
time of the receipt of same.

Pursuant to Chapter 55 of the Code of Criminal
4.
Procedure, Petitioner is entitied to have all records and files
concerning the arrest expunged for the following reasons:

Respectfully submitte.d,
LAWRENCE G. BOYD
AITORNEY FOR PETITIONER

a The Information which was presented against Petitioner
was for a misdemeanor, and not a felony,
offense.
b. Petitioner has been released from custody on this charge.
c. Any charges agaiust Petitioner arising out of the transaction for which Petitioner was arrested have not resulted
in a final conviction and are no longer pending.

AFFIDAVIT

d. There was no court-ordered supervision undkr Article
42.12 of the Code of Criminal Procedure on this matter.

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this day pep
sonally appeared, who after being duly swoln stated:
"I am the Petitioner in this cause. I have read the petition
for expunction of records and swear tbat,all of the allegations
of fact contained in the petition als true and correct."

e. Petitioner was not released on a conditional discharge
under Section 4.12 of the Texas Controlled Substances
Act.
f. Petitioner has not been convicted of a felony in the five
years preceding the date of the arest.
WHEREFORE, Petitioner prays the court:
1.

STATE OF TEXAS
COUNTY OF DALLAS

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME on the
, 19- , to celtify which witness my
d a y of
hand and official seal.

. .

Notary Public in and'for the State of Texas
Printed Name of Notary
My Commissiou Expires:

To set this ~natterfor hearing.
ORDER SE'ITING HEARING DATE

To give reasonable notice of the hearing to each offi2.'
cial, agency, or other public entity named in Paragaph 3 of
this Petition pursuant to Afticle 55.02, g2 of the Texas Code
of Criminal Procedure.
Aftel the hearing oe this matter, to.order each official, agency, or other public entity that there is reason to
believe possesses records or files concerniug the arrest to:

IT IS ORDERED that the hearing on the Petition for
Expunction of Records is hereby set for -_.m., on the
---- day of _-__--,
19-,
in the courtroom of the
.in
,Texas.

3.

a. Retun all records and files conce~pingthe arrest to the

;IGNED this the d a y of

UDGE PRESIDING

,19-.

,.
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Exhibit B
NO.
EXPARTE: §

Division Frank Crowley Courts Building
133 North Industrial Boulevard
Dallas, Texas 75207

IN THE

JUDICIAL
3.6

§
§
§

DISTRICT COURT OF

5

DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS

ORDER GRANTING EXPUNCTION
BE IT REMEMBERED that on this date a hearing was hell
in the above-styled and numbered cause.
I.

Petitioner

has the following
Race: ; S e x : -;
; Texas Driver's License Number
address at the time of arrest:
social secu~itynumber:

description
Date of Birth
; ant

2. The C o m finds that Petitioner is entitled to expunctior
of the following al-rests and/or charges:
1.

Date of Offense:
h e s t i n g Agency:
Charge:
Case Number:

Texas Department of Public Safety
Criminal Records
5805 North Lamar Boulevard
Box 4087
Austin, Texas 78773

3.7 PETITIONER HAS REASON TO BELIEVE THAT
BY INPUT INTO THE NATIONAL CRIME INDEX COMPUTER, THE FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION
MAY HAVE STORED INFORMATION CONCERNING
THE ARREST FOR WHICH THIS PETITION IS BEING
BROUGHT. WHILE THESE FEDERAL AGENCIES ARE
'JOT "RESPONDENTS" IN THE STATE PROCEEDINGS,
PURSUANT TO TEXAS CODE OF CRIMINAL PROCEDURE ART. 55.02, SECTION 3(A), THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY SHALL FORWARD THE
TNAL ORDER EMANATING FROM THE STATE PROZEEDINGS TO THE FBI.

i

4. The Cou~tfinds that Respondents have been served with
copy of the petition as required by law.

5. IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that all records and files
)ertaining to the charges and arrests be expunged. Related
lrrests (same or similar charge, date, or anesting agency) not
pecifically listed herein are excluded from this expunction
~rder. Howevel; records of such unexpunged arrests which
vould not have been generated except for the expunged arrest
hall be expunged.

2.

Date of Offense:
hresting Agency:
Chal-ge:
Case Number:

3.
3.1

Respondents are:
Dallas County District Attorney's Office
Frank Crowley Courts Building
133 North Industrial Boulevard
Dallas, Texas 75207

3.2

Dallas County Clerk's Office
Frank Crowley Courts Building

133

North Industrial Boulevard
Dallas, Texas 75207

6. The phrase "all records and files pertaining to the arrest''

loes include records and files which were generated by
:espondents during this expnnction proceeding, including the
opies of the petition (and of this order) which al-e served on
ach Respondent. However, the phrase "all records and fdes
ertaining to the arrest" does not include records and files
ihich were generated dnring the investigation of the crime for
ihich petitioner was arrested, but before the atrest took place,
nd which do not indicate that the arrest ever took place.

3.3

Dallas Police Department
2014 Main Street
Dallas, Texas 75202

3.4

Ca~rolltonPolice Department
2025 Jackson Road
Carrollton, Texas 75006

7.
7.1 Records and files pertaining to the arrest shall be
xpunged by turning them in to the Clerk of this Court, in a
:aled envelope, by hand-delivery or by mail to:
Bill Long
District Clerk
Frank CI-owleyCourts Building
133 North Industrial Boulevard, LB 12
Dallas, Texas 75207

3.5

Dallas County Sheriff's Department
Bond, Warrant and Criminal Records

7.2 Videotapes and audiotapes shall be expunged by eras~gthem, but they shall not be erased any sooner than thirtv
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days after this order is received. If, before the expiration of
that thirty-day period, petitioner pmvides!he Respondeut
with a blank tape, the videotape or audiotape shall he turned
in under 7.1 above.
7.3 Records which pertain both to this arrest and to other
arrests which are not included in this order, and which would
have been generated even if the expunged arrest had not been
made, shall he obliterated (covered with tape, liquid paper, or
other opaque substance) only insofar as they pertain to this
arrest. A photocopy of such records, partially obliterated,
shall he forwarded to the District Clerk as specified in 7.1.
7.4 Each Respondent that has sent infonnation concerning
the arrest to a central federal depository shall I-equest such
depository to return all records and files subject to the order
of expunction.
1. ;

7.5 Each Respondent shall attach a certificate to the sealed
envelope, certifying that these are all the expunged records;
and, if the Respondent has sent information concerning the
awest to a central federal depository, it shall also certify that
the Respondent requested such depository to return al records
and files subject to the order of expunction.
7.6 Alternatively, irecords pertaining to this al-rest may be
expunged by the record-keeping agency obliterating or
destroying the records. The agency shall then send a certificate to the District Clerk's Office certifying that the I-ecords
have been destroyed.
8. No copy of this order shall be given to petitioner, nor to
any respondent, nor to any other person, until it has become
filial and until the Clerk has certified to its finality. When it
has become final, the Clerk shall so ce~iifyand shall mail certified copies of it:
8.1 By ordinary first-class mail to Petitioner;

8.2 By certified mail, retuln receipt requested, to all
Respondents.
No Respondent shall comply with this order until it has
been thus served.
9. If there is litigation in a civil case which arose out of the
same traiisaction which gave rise to this suit, then petitioner
shall so notify the Court and the Dallas City Attorney's Office.
Upon motion and order, the Clerk of this Court shall deliver all
of the sealed envelopes and certificates, and a certified copy of
the written agueement and of this order, to the Clerk of that
court, taking her receipt for the same. Discovery of the matter
so delivered shall be subject to the order of the Judge of that
civil court aftel- an in camet-a inspection. W.V. V. State? 669
S.W. 2d 376, 379 (Tex. App. -Dallas 1984, writ ref'd 11.r.e.).
10. The costs which are described in Art. 102.006 of the
Code of Criminal Procednre are assessed against petitioner.
11. The Clerk of the Court shall destroy all files or othev
records collected or maintained pursuant to this expunction on

or after the first anniversary of the date the order of expunction was issued, unless the records or files were released to
the petitioner before that date pursuant to court order.

12. All relief prayed for not herein specifically granted is
hereby denied.
SIGNED this

, 1995.

day of

JUDGE PRESIDING

CERTIFICATE OF FINALITY
I, the undersigned, Bill Long, District Clerk of Dallas
Connty, do hereby certify that I have custody of the official
records of the District Courts of Dallas, Dallas County, Texas,
and that after diligent sea~ch,110 record or entry of any instmment filed within 30 days after the date of signing of the foregoing judgment (next business day if the 30th day is a
Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday) is found to exist in the
records of my office pertaining to the above-styled and numbered cause.
WITNESS my hand and seal of office this
, 1995.
day of
District Clerk *
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How to Conduct a Meaningful
and Effective 30-Minute Voir
Dire in a Criminal Case
By Robert Hirshhorn ond Stacy Schreiber

"C

ounsel, approach the bench," the trial judge says in a
stem and controlling tone of voice. The lawyers know

what is coming. "It is my intent," the judge begins, "to limit the
voir dire to thirty minutes per side." "But Judge ..." counsel
attempts to interrupt, but the plea falls upon deaf ears. "Counsel,
this is not a complicated case, and thirty minutes per side should be
more than sufficient time to conduct voir dire. Bailiff, bring in the
jury panel." In courtrooms all across the state, lawyers are hearing
these words with alarming frequency.
In Texas, there is a substantial body of case law on the issue of court imposed
time limitations on \,oil- dire, many courts still impose time limitations. Few
lawyers fight the limitations, properly preserve the issue or take it up on appeal.
If counsel is of the opinion that thuty (30) minutes is unreasonable, it is imperative that a proper appellate record be made. This article will address the various
issues associated with this dilemma, aud provide counsel with a methodology for
conducting a meaningful and effective 30-minute voir dire.

PRE-TRIAL STRATEGY
MOTION FOR ADDITIONAL TIME TO CONDUCT VOlR DIRE
During the past decade, mol-e and more judges have been imposing time limitations on voir dire. Counsel must anticipate this potential problem and if not regolarly appearing before the Judge, contact the Court at least thirty (30) days before
tlial to determine the policy of the Judge regading time limitations in voir due. If
a colleague has recently tried a case before the Judge, find out how much time was
allowed for vou die. Du some additional research and determine the answers to
the following questions: Has the Judge ever allowed mol-e time in other cases? Do
other judges in the jurisdiction allow more time fol-voir d i e in similw cases?
Anned with such information, a lawyer should prepare a Motion for- Additional
Time to Conduct Voir Dire. A sample Motion and Memorandum, taken from
Bennett's Guide to Jury Selection and Trial Dynamics in Civil and G~iminal
Litigation (West Publishing Company), is attached to this article on the TCDLA
web site [www.tcdla.com]. Aspart of the Motion, include citations to other cases
where the Judge, or other judges in the jurisdiction, have allowed more time for
voir dire. As part of the citation, include the following: I.) The style of the case;
2.) The charge (i.e., murder, robbery, sexual assault, etc.); 3.) The date the case
was tried; and, 4.) The amount of time given for voir dire. Obtain affidavits from
lawyers who will state that thirty minutes (30) is not sufficient to conduct voir dire
in this type of case. Affidavits from former judges, people who have previously
served as jurors, or jury consultants should be considered. Remember, the goal of
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the lawyer is to persuade the Judge
and/or to make a full, complete and compelling appellate record.

MOTION TO SUBMIT A JURY
QUESTIONNAIRE
The number of judges who will limit
voir dire to thirty (30) minutes is grow
ing. On a mol-e positive note, the number
of judges who will allow a juror questionnaire is likewise increasing. If the
judge intends to severely restrict the time
allotted for voir dire, it is imperative that
a Motion for a Juror Questionnaire be
filed (A sample questiomaue is attached
to this article on the TCDLA web site.)
There are three keys to persuading a
judge to use a questionnaire:
1. Questionnaires are granted in the
vast majority of cases where the
parties jointly move and agree
upon the questionnaire's content;

2. All logistical problems associated
with a questionnaire must h e
removed from the over-worked
and under-paid court staff. That is,
the attorney must be prepared to
take responsibility for the preparation, administration, copying, and
dissemination of the completed
questionnaires. This means bringing a sufficient number of questionnaires, black ink pensand clip
boards. The-Coart Clerk should
o n l y b e responsiblefor-handing
out the questionnaireto the potential jurors, collecting them once
they are filled out, and making
sure the originals are maintained
and made part of the record; and,
3. Keep the questionnaire as sbort as
possible, to the point and fair to
both sides. In a typical case, the

questionnaire should not exceed three to five (3-5) pages.
In more complex cases, the goal should be to have no
more than seven to ten (7-10) pages. Rarely should a
questionnaire exceed ten (10) pages. However, in a case
in which these has been extensive pre-trial publicity, complex and multi-faceted issues or in a capital mwder case, it
may be necessary that a more thorough questionnaire he
prepared and submitted to the court. (A sample questionnai~eis attached to this article on the TCDLA web site.)
If the judge has used questionnaires in other cases, obtain
copies of them to get a sense of the type and length of questionnaire the judge has found acceptable. Fu~thermoie,just
because a judge bas never used a questionnairein the past, do
uot assume that the judge will not allow one to be used. For a
more thorough discussion on questionnaires, we call the reader's attention to our book, Bennett's Guide to Jury Selection
and Trial Dynamics in Civil and Criminal Litigation, West
Publishing Company 1993 (Updated 1995).

2. DISQUALIFICATION UNDER THE TEXAS GOVERNMENT CODE AND THE CODE OF 'CRIMINAL
PROCEDURE
Articles 62.104(h), 62.1041, and 62.105 of the Texas
Government Code and Aaicle 35.16 of the Texas Code of
Criminal Plocedure (herein referred to as C.C.P.) set forth the
criteria that may subject the ju~orto disqualification:
a. 62.104(b) and 62.1041: Legal blindness or deafness
may disqualify the potential juror if the Court determines the juror to be unfit [See also, C.C.P. Article
35.16 (5)I.
h. 62.105: A potential juror is disqualified if the juror:

When the judge has severely rest~ictedthe time for conducting voir dire, it is essential that the attorney go right to the
core of hislher jury issues. There are certain preliminary
questions that counsel should consider having the Court
inquire of the jury panel.

Is a witness in the case [C.C.P. Article 35.16 (a) (6)l;
Is iuterested directly or indirectly in the subject matter of
the case;
Is related by consanguinity or affinity within the third
degree to any party in the case [C.C.P. Article 35.16 (b) (2)
and (c) (I)];
Has a bias or prejudice in favor of or against a party in the
case [C.C.P. A~ticle35.16 (a) (9) and @) (3) and (e) (2)l: or,
Has served as a petit juror in a former trial of the same case
or in another case involving the same questions of fact
[C.CP. Article35.16 (a) (8)l.

1. M I N I M U M QUALIFICATIONS

3. DISQUALIFIED EVEN IF PARTIES CONSENT

Articles 35.12 and 35.16(a) of the Texas Code of Crinnnal
Procedure, as well as Section 62.102 of the Texas
Government Code, set forth the minimum requirements that a
potential juror must meet:

A~ticles35.16 and 35.19 of the Texas Code of Crinunal
Procedure make it clear that certain potential jurors are dispalified even if the parties consent to the juror. These
absolute disqualifications are as follows:

a 18 years of age;
b. Resident of the County and State of Texas;
c. Qualified to vote;
d. Sound mind and good moral character;
e. Is able to read and write;
f. Not convicted of a felony;
g. Not accused of misdemeanor theft or any felony; and,
h. Did not serve on the Grand Jury that returned the
Indictment.

a. The juror has been convicted of theft or any felony
(Article 35.16 (a) (2)). This would include a juror that
is on deferred adjudication for a felony. See, State v.
HoUotvay, 886 S.W. 2d 482 (Tex.App.-Houston [Ist
Dist.] 1994)
h. The juror 1s under indictment or other legal accusation
for theft or any felony; and,
c. That the juror is insane.

REQUEST THAT COURT ASK QUALIFYING QUESTIONS

It is usually when the jurors are in the jury assembly mom
that the issue of minimum qualifications is raised and resolved
by the Clerk or Presiding Judge. On many occasions we have
seen non-qualified jurors on our panels because the qualifying
questions were not asked or the juror did not or could not
respond. Since an attolney is absolutely entitled to challenge
for-cause any juror whais not statutorily qualified, counsel
should encourage the judge to ask thesequestions. If a lawyer
has limited time, helshe should not be ~equiredto use that time
for the purpose of determining if the juror is statutorily qualified. We should note that many jurisdictions send prospective
jurors a juror information card. Many of the qualifying questions are contained on the completed juror information card.
In that event, request that the judge ask only those questions
not contained on the juror information card.

4. EXEMPT
Section 62.106 of the Texas Government Code lists those
urors who may be exempt from jury service if the juror
:hooses to invoke such exemption:
a. Over the age of 65;
h. Has legat custody of a child under the age of 10 and jury
service will leavelhe chiktwithout adequate supervision;
c. Isastudent in a public or private secondary school;
d. Is enrolled and is attending an institution of higher leaming;
e. Is an officer or employee of the legislative branch of the
state government;
f. Has served as a juror within the past twenty-four (24)
months; or,
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g. Is the primary care giver for a person who is an invalid
unable to care for himlhe~self.

OTHER PRELIMINARY MATTERS
In addition to the areas outlined above, with a thirty (30)
minute time limit, counsel should consider asking the judge to
make the following inquiries of the potential jurors;
1. Know, heard of, worked with, hiled, or done business
with any of the attorneys, parties or witnesses;
2, Heard or read about the case;
3. Have a prepaid vacation schednled during the anticipated timeof the trial;
4. Whether jury service would eause a severe financial
hardship;
5. Whether any juror has a medical p~oblemor condition
that would affect their ability to serve as a juror; and,
6. Basic background information (employment, age, education, prior jury service, etc.) if juror information cards
are not provided.

judge does not grant an early challenge for cause for fear
there will not be enough jurors left. Therefore, counsel would
be well-served in a thirty (30) minute voir dire to ask the
Court to allow the additional challenge for cause questioning
to occur at the end of voir dire.

PRESERVING ERROR FOR TIME LIMIT RESTRICTIONS
To preserve this issue for appeal, counsel should follow the
test set forth by the Court of Criminal Appeals in Ratliff 11.
Stme, 690 S.W.2d 597 (Tex. Crim. App. 1985). It is essentially a three-tiered process:
1. Counsel did not prolong voir dire by asking irrelevant,
immaterial or superfluous questions;
2. Questions that counsel sough1 to ask wele proper voir
dire inquiries; and,
3. The jury inclnded venire members whom counsel was
not aUowed to examine.

What should an attomey do when the trial court announces,
'Counselor, your time is up." An exeellent example of what
REQUEST THAT CHALLENGE FOR CAUSE QUESo do is contained in Whearfnll v. Stare, 746 S.W.2d 8 (Tex.
4pp. -Houston 114th District] 1988):
OF
TIO~ING BE TAKEN UP AT THE CONCLUSION

VOlR DIRE

Challenges for cause can consume a gleat deal of time in
any voir d h . In a thirty (30) minute voir dire, proper time
management is critical. If an attorney has one or two jurors
who give answers &at suggesf further questioning is necessary to determine if a challenge for cause is appropriate, the
questioning process can exhaust precious time. Therefore, we
eniourage lawyers to ask the judge if forther challenge for
cause questioning can be taken np at the end of the entire voir
dire. We are finding that many judges throughout the State of
Texas employ this method.
From the lawyer's perspective, there am three (3) essential
reasons why challenge for cause questioning should be taker1
up at the end of voir di~.e,outside the presence and hearing of
the other juro~s:

I. It allows for the maximum use of the attorney's time
during voir dire and does not inte~mpthisher flow;
2. If the attoiney has a talkative juror who is subject to a
challenge for c a s e 011 one issue and the juror wants to
assert hisher view on another issbe, the attomey oan be
polite and ndt offend the juror by saying, "[Juror's
Name], I know I am cuffing you off, hut we will be talking with the judge a little later."; and,
3. By doing the challenges for cause at the end, the attorney
knows, and more impo~tantly,the judge knows, exactly
how many jurors are being challenged, how mally
unchallenged j u ~ o are
~ s left, and which of the challenged
jumu aremost likely to be excused for cause.
There are many inherent problems with the challengeforcause-as-you-go appmach. For example, fully developing the
challenges for cause as they arise is not time efficient, other
jurors may get bored, qualified jurors may learn how to disqualify themselves, and some cases get reversed because the
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MR. WICOFF: Your Honor, with all due (sic) mpect
to the Court, I do need more time an this. We
are trying three fwst degree felonies, We have
had a lot of challenges for cause and I've only
been able to get into qnestions about the lange of
punishment. I need more time to intelligently
exercise my preemptory (sic) strikes.
THE COURT: Your motion is denied.
MR. WICOFF: Your Honor, I need to make a bill of
exceptions. I would like to read the questions.
THE COURT: I will allow you to later on.
MR. WICOFF: May I submit a list of questions I
would like to ask the jury?
THE COURT: You can submit a list, but I'm going to
cut you off now and you can make your strikes
and the jury will be dismissed for a Preak and
I'll be glad to hear you.
MR. WICOFF: We would like to object to the Court
limiting us and we would like to submit questions, questions I would have ask (sic) bad the
Court given me more time.
THE COURT: Yon did not make any complaints as to
the time the court allowed at the outset. I want
,
that noted in the record please.
MR. WICOFF: I would like to state for the record, I
did not anticipate so many challenges for cause
being necessary.
THE COURT: Let's get on with it. Id at p.9.
To properly preselve this issue for appeal, there are still
wo additional steps that must be taken. First, a written list of
[nestions which the attorney would have asked if the Court
lad not un~easonablylimited the time for voir dire must be
!ictated into the record. These qnestions must be relevant,
~ropwand not repetitive.
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Iu Tobar, 874 S.W. 2d 87 (Tex.App.-Corpus Christi 1994),
counsel dictated into the record the following questions and
the Appellate Court found them to he proper:
1. What is your particular theory of punishment and what
should heits putpose?
2. If you concluded that the State had not proven its case
beyond a reasonable doubt and a majo~ityvoted for
guilty, is there anybody here who would disregard your
evaluation of the evidence and change your verdict solely because you were in,the minority?
3. Does anybody here have any serious issues at home or
at work, in your personal life that might make you lose
your concentration during the trial or place any subeonscious pressure to you making a premature decision in
the jury room? Id. at p. 91.

Another good example of a list of questions placed into the
record when the trial judge wanted to shorten voir dire and
preclude counsel from asking questions regarding racial prejudice is contained in Maulin v. Slnte, 874 S.W. 2d 692
(Tex,App.-Tyler 1993):
Would the fact that there is a monument to the
Confederacy with a fresh Confederate Flag in front of
this coo~thouseto which you and these black defendants have to pass affect your fair and impartial consideration of the evidence with regard to whether tha State
has proved beyond a reasonable doubt these blaek
defendants' guilt.

1.

...

2.Wou14 the fact that there is a monument to the
Confederacy with the fresh Confederate flag by which
both you and the black defendant have to pass affect
your fair and impartial consideration of the punishment.
3How do you feel about requiring both the Defendants and
yoorseives to pass by such a monument with a fresh
Confederate flag plaeing in fmnt of it.
4.Would the fact that there was a sign in your county to the
effect of, "Niser, don't let the sun set on you in this county," affect youf fair and impartial considexation of the evidence weight regard to whether the State has proved
beyond a reasonable doubt thme blaek defendants'guilt.
5.Would the fact of such a sign m yo= county affect your
fair and impattial consideration of punishment.
6.How do you feel about such a sign having been in this
county with respect to these black defendants' trial.
7.Would the fact the Defendants, each of whom are black,
affect your fair and impartial consideration af the full
range of punishment.
8.How many of you have blacks as neighbors.
9.Whether any of the jurors are now or have had membership in the Ku Klox Klan, in the White Citizen's
'
council (sic) and any white supremacy groups.
10. Whether or not any of the jury panel have had experience or donfrontations or altercations with blacks which
they found emotionally disturbing to them.
11. How many of the pmspective jurors went to school in
integrated schools.
12. How many of the prospective jumrs' children go to
integrated schools.
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13. Whether or not any of the prospective jurors belong to
any segregated organizations or clubs.
14. Whether any of the prospective jurors' children attend
private schools.
15. Which of the jurors made statements to the effect that
they would l i e to stack the jury with KKK members.
16. Which of the prospective jurors made the statement that
they would not want their daughter or child to marry a
black.
17. Which of the prospective jurors made the statement that
blacks all look alike.
18. Which of the prospective jurors were present when the
statement was made that these individuals (defendants)
brought this case to the wrong county.
19. Which of the prospective jurors congratulated Mrs.
Albert, Juror No. 82, for making the statement about the
jury being hypocritical with respect to their responses
on racism.
20. Which of the prospective jul-ors chastised or criticized
Mrs. Albert, Juror No. 82, for making those statements.
21. Which of the prospective jurors heard any other jurors
and, if so, to name those prospective jurors who made
racial slurs during or prior to jury selection.
22. Whether or not if any of these jurors had a loved one, a
family member or friend sitting in the position of the
defendants would they want to he tried by them due to
the color of their skin or race? Id. at pp. 697-698.
The Appellate Court held that a number of these questions
were repetitious, vexatious, were not in proper form, or iaquired
into personal habit rather than personal prejudices and moral
beliefs, and therefore were improper. However, the Court went
further and held that Questions 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, and 21 were,
indeed, proper. Id. at p. 699. Thus, when presewing en-or, have
a list of questions prepared or dictate your questions into the
record. It is imperative that the majority of the questions you
were precluded from asking he proper in fonn and content.
Secondly, after the attorney has exercised hislher peremptory stl-ikes, and preferably before the jury is sworn, the names
and numbers of the jurors that the attorney did not have an
opportunity to question due to the timelimitations imposed by
the t ~ i acourt
l
should be dictated into the record.
Thus, Counsel must be mindful of the following when making hislher record:
1. Resist the temptation to use the hulk of time in voir dire
telling the panel about the facts and issues. Instead, ask
the jurors meaningful and relevant questions;
2. Prior to jury selection, make a list of five (5) to ten (10)
proper voir dire questions. When ilformed by the judge
that time has expired, approach the bench and ask for
additional time. If that request is denied, dictate intothe
record the five (5) to ten (10) questions which were
intended to be asked but, due to time limitations, were not;
3. Be certain that the questions dictated into the record are:
a,) proper and appropriate to the case; h.) not covered in
one's own voir dire; or, c.) not thoroughly explored
during opposing conusel's voir dire or the voir dire con.
.
,
ducted by the Court; and,

4. Once the jury has been selected, but before they are sworn
in, approach the bench and state for the record those jurors
who a ~ seated
e
on the jury and were not asked any questions due to the time l i t s imposed by the Court.
Our experience has shown that when an attorney makes it
:lear to the Court that helshe is taking the time to adequatefy
nake an appellate record on the time limitation issue,.the
2ourt will often give the attorney additio~ialtime to con'duct
~ o idire
r rather than run the risk of being reversed on appeal.

[RIAL STRATEGY
!

'HINK ABOUT VOlR DIRE EARLY AND OFTEN

The initial interview is the one time during the case when
he attorney will he in the same shoes as the potential jurors.
i n attorney's perception of the case and the issues may, he
rery similar to what the jurors may he thinking and feeling.
i s the client is telling you about the case for the first time,
~ s yourself
k
these questions:

.,.... . .,

1. What are the jury issues in this case?
2. What questions do I have about the facts of this case? ' ,
3. What are the facts, issues or problems in this case that
cast the client in an unfavorable light?
When jurors first hear about the case in voir dire, they will
:onduct a similar analysis and evaluation.
As the case unfolds during discovery, subsequent meetings
vith theclient or witnesses and hea~ingson pre-trial motions,
ury issues are constantly being developed. Start framing
hese issues in the form of voir dire questions. Concentrate
In questions that help your case, as well a s those questions
hat must he asked to defuse potential problems. For exam~ l e in
, a case involving a drive-by shooting, assume the
kfendant has a previous association with a gang. From the
'rosecution's perspective, this will be viewed as a helpful
act. From a Defense perspective, this is a potentially serious
~roblen~
that must he discussed and diffused during voir dire.
By using this develop-voir-dire-as-the-case-unfolds
pproach, the attorney is frequently identifying issues, writing
few voir dire questions at a time, and putting them in the
roir due file or trial notebook. When all pre-trial motions are
esolved and counsel is preparing for trial, the attorney is in a

CLASSIFIED
FORENSIC DOCUMENT EXAMINER
Board Certified: Certified Fraud Examiner: 25
years' experience. Expert identification of handwriting, ink, paper, typing etc. Lab analysis.
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ASSOCIATES, Box 370791. El Paso 79937.
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CONCENTRATE ON THE FIRST THIRTY-TWO (32)
JURORS
With voi~dire time strictly linlited, it is imptiltant not to us1
valuable time talking to jurors who will never sit on the panel
Limit questions to the fast thirty-two (32) jurors. If some o
the f i ~ s thirty-two
t
(32) jurors will be subject to a challengt
for cause, talk to a sufficient number of jurors past julor num
her 32. For example, if you feel that four (4) jurors may bt
excwed for hatdship or subject to a challenge for cause as :
result of the prosecutor's voir dire or answers contained in thc
jury questionuairc, then talk to jorols through number t b t y
six (36). The exception to this rule is if there is an expert whc
can educate the panel on a vely important point and whosc
number is beyond thi~
1)~-two
(32). Othe~wise,there is no hen
efit talking with juiors who will not serve, and valuable voi~
dire time that could be used getting to know potential jurors
will be wasted.

ORDERING TOPICS
Carefully consider the order in which topics are to be plesented duing voir dire. We encourage attorneys to plan the
order of their voir dire to be consistent with the
primacylrecency theory: jurors will remember the first and
last thing they are told. By following this approach, the attorney is emphasizing the strongest aspects of the case f i s t and
last, and diffusing issues and conceins in the middle.
With this thought in mind, how do we apply this in a thirty
(30) mirmte voir dire? We would recommend that the attorney divide the voir dire as follows:
I.lntroduction
2.Overview of Case
3.Strong Topic
4.Areas of Conce~n
SStrongest Topic(s)
6.Conclusion

Two (2) miuutes
Three (3) minutes
Five (5) minutes
Ten (ID) minutes
Eight (8) minutes
Two (2)'minutes

Pollowing this format and ernployi~lgthe techniques contained in this article (looping, 3-question mle, closure question, etc.), an attorney can generate a reasonable amount of
information on the jurors in just thirty (30) minutes.

STARTING YOUR VOlR DIRE
We call the very first part of the voir dire process the
Int~oductoryPhase. The purpose of the Introductory Phase of
voir dire is to set the tone and mood for the tlial. Properly
setting the tone for a case is crjtlcal if an attorney wants to
conduct an effective voir dire. Remember our fundamental
rule of voir die: LEARN, DON'T TEACH. By allowing the
prospective jurors to verbalize their opinions, attitudes and
feelings, the other j u ~ o r sare more likely to give candid
answers and the attorney will be able to intelligelrtly exercise
challenges for cause and peremptory strikes. The key is getting the jurors to open up, and that is accomplished by ploperly setting the tone.
Let's examine the way many lawyers stalt their voil dire. It
often begins something like this:

"Good morning ladies and gentlemen. My name is Robert
Smith, and I am the attorney who represents the Defendant in
this case. This is the voir dire phase of the trial. The words,
voir dire, areFrench and mean, to speak the truth. During this
process, I will be asking you questions so we can find twelve
fair and impaltial juro~s."
Thii is a typical introduction. These wolds, or words very
similar to them, can be heard eveiy Monday morning in courtrooms throughout the State of Texas. The only effective portion of this typical intmduction is the first sentence, "Good
moming ladies and gentlemen." The l e t is wholly ineffective
and counter-productive, especially when only thirty (30) minutes is allowed for voir dire. Let's analyze the problems:

1. "My name is Robert Smith, and I am the attoiuey who
represents the Defendant in this case." This entire sentence is flawed. The Judge just introduced Mr. Smith,
the juro~sknow he is an attomey and the client has been
dehummized by being iefened to as an object "...the
Defendant". Right off the bat, many jurors feel the
lawyer is wasting time or talking in a condescending
manner. Why would a lawyer want the jurols to remember his name, yet not even say his client's name?
Instead, the first sentence out of a lawyer's mouth
should grip the jury with the importance of the case.
2. '"This is the voir dire phase of the trial." The concept is
colrect, but the delivery is not effective. The jurols
know, either by prior j n ~ yexperience, television or talking with other ju~orsin the jury assembly room, that the
first pall of any trial is j u ~ yselection. Lawyers must
resist the temptation to begin jury selection with words
or phases with which jurors ale uufamiliar (is., cause
of action, voir dire, etc.).
3. 'The words, voir dire, are F~enchand mean, to speak the
truth." Who ca~es? Have you ever been at a cocktail
p&y and been asked, ''I've been wondering, what do the
words voir dire mean?" No, instead people at cocktail
palties want to know, "How can you represent someone
who is guilty?" "Why do defendants have more rights
than victims?" "How in the wo~ldcould a jury acquit 0.J
Simpson?" These are more substantive, probing and
problematic areas that requi~eour attention. The~efore,
resist the teaching mode ("...voir dire means..."), and
focus on identifying the critical areas of inquiry and formulating open-ended questions that will probe the juror's
opinion, attitudes and feelings about the central issues.
4. "During this plocess I will be asking you questions so
we cau find twelve fair and impa~tialjurors." In our
opinion, this is the single most damaging and dest~uctive
sentence of the entire introduction because it will condition jurors to give lesponses that are perceived as fair
and impartial. Lawyer Smith is sending the jury a mixed
message. On one hand, he bas told the j u ~ yto speak the
huth and, on the other hand, he is saying the only good
juror is the one who appears to be fair and impartial.
Such a statement provokes the juio~sto give responses
that create the impression of fairness and impaitiality,
and are not necessarily tluthful. Therefore, in the typical
voir dire the lawyer has conditioned the jurors to give
appropriate, but not necessarily honest, lesponses to the
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questions asked. Our goal is to obtain honest, albeit at
times painful, responses.
With these thoughts in mind, we encourage lawyers to set
the tone in the following way:
"Good mmning ladies and gentlemen. I am p~oudto stand
here with [Client's Name] and have twelve of you decide this
very impottant case. In this part of the trial, we need to find
out your feelings, impressions or opinions about the issues in
this case. I want you to know that there are no right or wrong
answers. We will be honest with you and we ask that you be
as honest as you can with us."
This introduction is substantively the same, but it sets a
much more honest aud open tone.
There is a lot more a lawyer can say at this point. With a
thirty-minutevoir dire it is necessary10 set the tone, do a brief
overview of the case and get right to the questions.

OVERVIEW OF THE CASE
An attorney has the right to give a brief overview of the
case to the jurors. In Powers v. Ohio, 499 U S . 400, 114
L.Ed.2d 660, 111 S.Ct. 1364 (1991), the United States
Supreme Court held, "...the voir dire phase of the trial is the
juror's fust introduction to the substantive factual and legal
issues in a case." Id. at p. 1371.
In many instances, the brief overview has often turned into
the entire voir dire, with a few ineffective closed-ended voir
d i ~ equestions th~ownin during the process. The danger of
the brief overview consuming the entire voir dire is especially
great i n the thirty (30) minute time limit setting.
Unforluuately, the typical voir dire is essentially a PreOpening Statement, is not persuasive, elicits little or no information upon which to base challenges for cause or peremptory strikes, and, in our opinion, is the primary reason many
judges now impose time limits. Du~ingvoir di~e,an attorney
must vigilantly resist the temptation to take charge and do all
the talking. Remember our message: Liston, don't teach;
Learu, don't lecture; Colloquy not soliloquy. Therefore limit
the overview in the thirty (30) minute voir dire to 3 - 5 mioUtes and theu go directly into a questioning mode.

favorable jurors educate the rest of the panel. By allowing as
many as eight (8) jurors to talk on a topic, the attorney will
have established a rapport with at least the first thirty-two
(32) jurors, and have provided the pauel with the views of
many of their fellow jurors on a variety of subjects.
Additionally, talking to as many as eight (8)jurors per topic
allows the jurors to do the talking which, in turn, may actually
eucourage the Court to extend the voir dire time.

ASK A JUROR NO MORE THAN THREE QUESTIONS AT A TIME
It is important to remember that while encouraging the
jmors to talk, a lawyer does not spend too much time with the
same juror. We recommend askiug the same j u m no more
than three (3) questions at one time. Asking the same juror
too many questions may make the other prospective jurors
feel slighted or igno~ed.The attorney also faces the danger of
asking one question too many and making a juror feel like he
or she is being wss-examined or put on trial thuscausing the
juror to become defensive or embarrassed. Too many questions may encourage a juror to i w t negatively or show off
and speak out just to get attention. Remember, ask a juror
three (3) questions and move on to other jurors. If needed, it
is always possible to come back to the topic and ask the juror
another question or two.

LOOPING

One of the most powerful and effective voir dire techniques
Looping is a technique whereby au attorney
asks one poteutial juror a specific question and the juror
responds. The Iawyet then uses the jmor'sname, repeats the
luror's exact words, and then asks anotherjuror for a reaction
ro what the first juror said. A t h i i juror i s theu asked to
,espond to the answers given by the first two jurors, with the
inomey ~epeatingtheir auswers exactly and always using the
IUIOI'S name.
This communication technique has many benefits. The
nrots am educating each other rather than the panel hearing
he piopaganda of the lawyers. By repeating the juror's exact
words, any juror who disagrees is, essentially, disagreeing
THREE TO FIVE TOPICS
with another panel member and not the attorney. Using the
urors' names compliments the ju~orswho have spent a11 day
In a time-limited voir dim, it is critical that topics are limit- ;eing treated as nameless and faceless entities, and the attored to a few of the most important case issues. We lecom- ley becomes the one person who bas recognized the jurors as
mend limiting voir dire to three to five of the most impo~tant ~eople. The jurors will feel that fhey are held in positive
areas of the ease and fully discussing these topics with as egard and that their answers are kalued. This technique
many jurors as possible. The more time the attolney spends nakes the jurors more likely to share honest feelings and
asking questions, the ju~orsare more likely to open up and
>pinions,and is the single greatest tool in encouraging a
respond with hidher true opinions or feelings. By touching oomful of st~angersto talk about their honest opinions or
on a few meaningful areas, the chances ale inc~easedthat
'eelings.
jumls will want to expound on their answeis.
Looping is also an effective way to deal with unfavorable
mnswers. Following an unfavorable answer, a lawyer should
TALK TO EIGHT (8) JURORS PER TOPIC
hank and praise the juror for the answer, The attolney should
,xplnin to the juror and the entire panel that the purpose of
Limiting the number of topics presented to poteutial jurors
roir dire is to l e a n what people's opinions and feelings about
increases the number of jurors with whom the lawyer can talk
ertain subjects are, that the beauty of our system is that
about each subject. It is important to talk to as many jurors as
veryone is entitled to their opinions, and that there are no
possible in order flush out unfavorable jurors and to have the
ight or wrong answers, just honest ones. The attorney can
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IS called looping.

then determine how many jurors agree or disagree with the
view expmsed by that palticular juror. Ju~orswho share a
similar opinion or feeling can he identified. Once the attorney
has determined this group of potentially nnfavorab1e jurors,
he or she can theti focw on jurors who are favorable on this
issue, i.e., they disagree with the p~evious(and unfavorable)
answer. Opposing viewpoints can then be expressed by the
other jurors. By handling an unfavorable answer in this manner, the lawyer bas identified potential pmblem jurors, maintained or increased credibility, encouraged fu~thercandor
from the ju~ors,and has once again segued hack to positive
ground by having the good jurors educate the panel.

THE THREE "E1sQ
As explained eadier, far too many attorneys begin the jury
selection process by explaining to the panel that voir dim is
derived from a French tern1 meaning, to speak the hoth. We
suggest that voir d i e is more than this. Voir d i e is an invaluable time during which lawyers should concentrate on what
we refer to as the three "Fs": 1.) Eliciting information; 2.)
Establishing rapport; and, 3.) Educating by having the jurors
teach each other,
To elicit information from potential jurors, lawyers must
first make it easy for the jurors to open up and share important and personal information. Therefore, we suggest to attorneys that they open limes of communication by briefly shuing
important and personal information about themselves. We
call this self-disclos~ue. If an attomey wants jurors to share
personal information, then that attorney must be ready, willing and able to do the same and do it first.
Rapport means harmony, understanding and camaraderie.
Rapport is established between an attorney and a july by asking meaningful questions and not being judgmental of the
jurors or their answers. Establishing rapport with the jurots
is another powerful tool of an effective voir dire. After all is
said and done, in a close case the jury usually listens to,
remembers, and nltimately sides with the lawyer with whom
they have formed a bond. As with any relationship, the fonndation of the relationship built between an attorney and
hidher jurors begins with the honesty and t ~ u s developed
t
during voir dire. The juro~swill feel that if th-clawyer is bonest and husting enough to share the case with them (warts and
all), the lawyer will be truthful tluoughout the p~esentationof
the case. For the attorney, the first reward for this veracity
comes when the juro~srespond honestly and candidly.
Educating the panel is a crltical aspect of an effective voir
d i and
~ shouldbe
~
done by other members of the panel rather
than the lawyer. A lawyer should use open-ended questions so
that a juror will reveal an experience or opinion in an aea that
is hefpful to your case. The panel will more likely believe and
remember info~mnationand knowledge shared with them by one
of their peeks, than they will if that same infot~nationcomes
from the attorney. Examples of questions that will allow the
jurors to educate each other will include the following:
1. What are some lEasons why an innocent petson would
not testify?
2. Would you please share with us any negative expe~ience
that you or a family member has had with a police ofticer?
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3. What was your reaction when Detective Mark Furhman
took the Fifth Amendment in the O.J. Simpson case?
4. What was your reaction when the F.B.I. falsely accused
Richard Jewel1 of the Olympic P a k bombing?
5. What was your reaction when you learned a woman
falsely aceused Michael Irvin of the Dallas Cowboys of
sex~talassault?
6. Under what circumstances should a person be
allowed to use deadly force to protect themselves or
their family?

CLOSURE QUESTION
As a general rule, we do not advocate asking general
pestions to the entire venire. Many times, when a probing
ind meaningful question is asked in a group setting, jurors
Ire reluctant to answer. For example, in this day and age
nost potential jurors have opinions and feelings on laws,
rimes and punishment. Too many times we have heard a
awyer say to the jury panel, "Will any member of the juiy
ranel bold it against the Defendant if hekhe does not testiy?" We know that many jurors have strong feelings and
~egativeopinions on this topic and will usually share this
nformation when properly asked on an individual basis
i.e., "What would your reaction be if a pelson on trial did
iot testify on his own behalf?" or, "What are some reaons why an innocent person would not testify?). What
tften happens in a group setting is that no one will raise
heir hand. General questions to the panel will only
nconlage the most outspoken jurors to participate. These
urors are just looking for the opportunity to speak their
ninds. Our goal i s to get t h e other jurors to talk.
'herefore, we recommend that an attorney ask specific
urors specific questions until such time as the attorney is
eady to bring the topic to a conclusion. That is the time
3 ask the entire venire the closure question, "We have
eard quite a few of your fellow jurors say they feel that
here are valid reasons why an innocent person would not
sstify. Ale t h e ~ eany members of the jury panel who feel
ifferently or disagree? There is nothing wrong with disg~eeing,but we need to know, so please raise your hand."
!onversely, if the p ~ i ojurors
r
said that a person accused of
crime should testify, the attorney should ask a series of
uestions in the following manner:
Before we leave this topic, I need to ask yon as a group,
ow many of you agree and disagree with Mr. Gray and Ms.
lodson. First, how many jurors agree that a p e ~ s o ~should
l
stify? Please raise your hands.
After ~ecordingthe names and numbers of the juro~swho
gee, ask:
How many ju~wrsdisagree with Mr. Gray and Ms. Dodson
)at their are valid reasons why a person would not want to
:stify?
Again, ~ecordthe jurors' names andnumbels. This time go
ack and ask seve~alof the jurors why they disagree. This
rill reinforce the third prong (self-education) of ourThree E's
leory.
Finally, some jurors will not raise their hands at all. Pick
vo of three jurors and say:
"[Juror's Name], I noticed that you didn't raise your band.

What is your feeling or opinion about an innocent person on
trial not testifying?"
Flushing out that information brings closure to the topic. It
is tune to segue into the next area by saying to the panel,
"Now I want to ask you somequestions about [new topic]."

-

THREE VOlR DIRE PROBLEMS "MOST JURORS
DON'T TALK; A FEW TALK TOO MUCH; SOME
DON'T TELL THE TRUTH!"
Our company, Cathy E. Bennett & Associates, Inc., has
been assisting lawyers with jury selection for more than twenty (20) years. During the hundreds of vials in which we have
participated, we have identified three fundamental problems
with voir dire:
1,
2.
3.

MOST JURORS DON'T TALK;
A FEW JURORS TALK TOO MUCH; and,
SOME JURORS DON'T TELL THE TRUTH!

The best t~iallawyers have come to the conclusion that the
most effective voir due occurs when it is the jurors who do
most of the talking. Most of the commentators and pundits
assert that voir dire is an opportunity for the lawyer to persuade the jurors. In our view, an effective voir dire is an
opportunity for the jurors to persuade each other on the issues
associated with the case.
A key ingredient in solving the first problem (most jurors
don't talk) is to properly set the tone, and then direct specific
questions to specificjurors. The second problem (some j u m ~ s
talk too much) is minimized when an attorney uses this interactive approach to voir dire. There are tluee options available
for handling a juror who constantly mises hisher hand and
volunteers information:
1. If the information is helpful, let the juror talk and then
use the information by looping;
2. If the information identifies the juror as a potential
challenge for cause, say t o the juror, "[Juror's
name], I appreciate your answer. If it is okay with
you, we would like to talk to you later in more
detail with the judge." This way, when the juror
subsequently raises histher hand, the answer can be
cut off by saying, "[Jnror's Name], we'll talk to
you about this as well", then move on to another
juror; and,
3. If the juror is a potential strike and is deep in the panel
and may not he reached say, "[Juror's Name], as you
can tell, the judge has brought in more jurors than we
will need. What I am saying is that we will probably
not get to you. However, I appreciate your raising your
hand, and if we think we may reach you, I will come
back to you." The attorney is lhen free to go on to
another juror, has eliminated the problem, and has not
alienated the juror (or any other of the other jurors) in
the process.
The third problem (jmors who don't tell the truth) requires
an understanding of why the juror is not being candid. Some
of the reasons why this occurs are because:

1. The juror is afraid of heing stigmatized;
2. The juror's feelings conflict with hisher self-perception;
3. The juror has an agenda; or,
4. The juror would rather avoid the issue than confront it.
Being a good listener and carefully observing the
jurorSs non-verbal communication will help the lawyer
identify those jurors who are not heing candid. The attorney (or the consultant) must try and identify why the
juror is reluctant to be honest. An empathetic approach
may flush out the answer. The lawyer should consider
asking such questions as:
1. I sense some hesitation in your answer. It is absolutely
okay to have some hesitations or reservations; I just
need to know;
2. How would you feel if you were chosen to he on this
jury?:
3. Have you ever held a different view on this issue and
what changed your mind?; or,
4. What is another view that some other jurors might have
on this issue?
The reality is that every jury panel has at least one
juror who is not heing honest. Since time is limited,
make some attempt at determining why the juror is not
heing candid. Ask questions in an empathetic (not confrontational) manner. Many times we have heard jurors
say, "Well, to be honest with you ..." Those very words
can open the juror up to a challenge for cause and save a
precious peremptory strike.

TOP 10 QUESTIONS AND PHRASES ATTORNEYS
SHOULD NEVER USE
Most of this article is devoted to the techniques or
methodology an attorney should use during a thirty (30)
minute voir dire. After participating in many trials and reading dozens of voir dire transcripts, we have assembled our
Top 10 Questions and Phrases Attorneys Should Never Use
in Voir Dire:
10. Do you understand that the law says...?
9. 1take it from your silence that no one disagrees with the
proposition that...?
8. Does anyone have a problem with...?
7. Will you keep an open mind and not decide this case
until you have heard all the evidence?
6. Can you set aside your bias and decide the case on the
facts?
5. Has anyone formed an opinion about...?
4. Can every one of you be a fair and impartial juror in a
case like this?
3. Will you promise me that...?
2. I trust you will agree...?
And the Number One Question attorneys should absolutely
VEVER ask as a voir dire question to the entire panel is:
1. Do any members of the panel have any feelings about ...?
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Just rememher, rega~rllessof a person's gender, age, race,
education, income, occupation, or national origin, everyone
has feelings. Some jurors are more willing to express their
feelings, while others have a harder time doing so. The
question to ask is, "What feelings do you have [Juror's
Name] about...?"

tled to ten (10) peremptory strikes. If the numbers are
adjusted (i.e., misdemeauor, capital murder, multiple
defendants, additional peremptory strikes granted, alternates used or probable hardship or challenges for cause
are developed during the Prosecutor's voir dire), one
should adjust the number of jurors whom the attorney
questions.
CONCLUSION
In the introduction, there is a constant reFeience m we.
The we includes the lawyer@), as well as the client. It is
While an unlimited voir dire is an ideal situation, more important to refer to we early and often. Hopefully, by
often than not unlimited voir dire is not a reality. the end of the case the we will encompass the lawyer, the
Although most judges do not impose exh'eme time limita- client and the jury.
tions, a thirty (30) minute voir dire is occurring with an
One point woith mentioning is that if there are any senalarming frequency. A thirty (30) minute voir dire does sitive or potentially embarrassing issues which the jurors
not have to he a death-blow to a case if each of those thir- will he asked to discuss, the attorney may want to say,
ty (30) miuutes is preciously treated. An attorney must "Before I begin asking questions, I want to tell you that
budget voir dire time wisely to make sure that not one some of the questions are in areas we would consider to
second is spent frivolously. To insure that each voir dire be private, sensitive or embarrassing. If you would feel
minute counts, the attorney should plan hislher voir dire more comfortable answering any question i n private,
strategy well in advance of trial; thinking caiefully about please let us know and we're sure Judge Goodperson will
what to ask, whom to ask, and how to ask only the most let us talk privately. If I were sitting where you are, I'd
important questions. Finally, and most impo~tantly, want to answer some of the questions privately." This
remember the theme of this article: Ask questions, don't type of self-disclosure is an excellent way to get jurors to
give speeches; learn, don't teach; and, if you like the open up.
answer, loop it!
We have referred to this as the double loop.
There are a number of repofled cases holding that the
The tone is set in the Introductory phase of voir dire .
time limit imposed by the trial court was unreasonable. (See the heading entitled, "Starting Your Voir Dire.")
See, De La Rosa v. State, 414 S.W. 2d 668 (Tex. Cr. Our method is to tell the jurors that there are no right or
App. 1967) 130 minutes unreasonahle], Clark v. State, wrong answers, only honest ones and that the lawyer will
608 S.W. 2d 667 (Tex. Cr. App. 1980) 130 minutes unrea- ask questions and not give speeches or lecture to the jury.
sonable], Thomas v. State, 658 S.W. 2d 175 (Tex. Cr.
For more information on this concept, see the heading
App. 1983) 135 minutes unreasonahle], Whitaker v. State, entitled, "Looping".
658 S.W. 26 781 (Tex. Cr. App. 1983) 150 minutes unreasonable], Ratliff v. State, 690 S.W. 2d 597 (Tex. Cr. App.
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Strategies for Trial Counsel
Under Brady v. Maryland and
Rule 16(a)(l)(C)of the Federal
Rules of Criminal Procedure
Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1963)
holds that the government must provide to the defense all material exculpatory and impeaching evidence.' This
constitutional mandate is familiarly
known as the rule of Brady. Brady is
at once a rule of truth and fairness; a
rule of truth as it fosters the production
A

By Mark R. Lippman

of relevant evidence to further the reli-

ability of the guilt determination, and a rule of fairness because it
seeks to even the parties' accessibility to probative evidence.'
From the time of the Brndy decision itself to its most reaffirmation
in Kyles v. Whitley, 115 S.Q. 1555 (1995), few, if any, rules of procedure have so deeply and widely influenced our criminal justice
system. But despite its ubiquity and enduring presence, the Brady
rule remains, in some respects, a confusing area of the law.
As a st&ng
this article discusses the more established post-trial Brndy
principles, and then proceeds to the mu~kicralea of PIX-trialrequests. The former
may loosely be desc~ihedas "back-end" Bwdy claims - those Brady claims
appearing after t~ial.The article then takes a look at the other side of the temporal
specttum - p~e-tlialor "front-end" Brady claims. As the name suggests, these
requests come at the beginning of the case, and involve material which, for a variety of reasons, is not routinely producible under the Brady mandate. The success
of a front-end claim will depend upon the nature of the lequest and the individual
circuit; there is no uniform test. At bottom, the courts apply a rule of leason and
fairness, looking at the specific facts of each case in tenns of the p~acticalityand
specificity of the lequest, and the plobable impo~tanceof the information sought.
As more explained in the article, flout-end and back-end claims are fundamentally different. With post-t~ialclaims, the t~ialcourt has the advantage of evalu-

ating the suppressed evldence in the
context of the entire record. The court,
therefore, is in a much better position to
determine the prejudice caused by the
nondisclosu~e? On the other hand,
pre-trial claims must be considered in
the abstract and in tems of probabilities.
Viewing the requested information
against a bare outline of the prosecution
as set forth in the indictment, the court
has no way of accurately p~edictingthe
effect of missing evidence on a case
which has not yet begun. Thus, the trial
court's approach and analysis of a frontend claim are several steps removed
from those a post-hial cla~m.
In addition, this article surveys the
case law on anothe~aspect of pre-trial
requests: whether lequested information
is within the possession and control of
the federal proseciition. This issue arises when one or more fedelal agencies,
apart from the Justice Department, possess information relevant to the defendant's case. Under such cil-cumstances,
the question becomes whether a defendant's request triggers a govanmental
duty to examine files held by related
federal agencies.
And finally, this analysis discusses the
circumstances in which defense counsel
may successfully argue for an independent in camera review of the requested
documentation, lather than having to
rely upon the exclusive leview of the
prosecutol.

A. POSFTRIAL CLAIMS
Brody s a ~ dthat the goven~menthas a
duly, "ilrespective of the good faith or
had faith of the prosecution,"d to produce favorable and material evidence to
the defense. This means, the Cou~tlater
said in United Stntes e. Agzrrs,' that
Brady imposes upon the government a

self-executing obligation: the prosecution must produce cer- resolve these contested claims, the courts have generally
tain Brndy material even in the absence of a defense request. required a preliminary factual showing - otherwise known
But the Court in Agurs held that the test of "materiality" - as the "materiality" I-equirement. But the materiality requirethe question of whether the nondisc1osu1-erequires a re-trial ment for front-end Brnrly clainis is not to be confused with the
- may be affected by the presence or absence of a defense test of materiality applicable to back-end clain~s. In the forrequest. In cases of a specific request, such that "the prosecu- mer context, by materiality, the courts mean a specific
tor [had] notice of exactly what the defense desired. . . the defense request for relevant information - "specific i n the
failure to make any response is seldom, if ever, e~cusahle."~ sense that it explicitly identifies the desired material and is
On the other hand, the absence of a request or the presence of objectively limited in cope."'^
0 0 its face, this requirement seems fair enough. Defense
one which is overly broad (its legal equivalent) gives rise to a
more stringent standard of materiality.' In that situation, counsel cannot expect a prosecutor to have actual or constmcreversal will only be required if the omitted evidence "creates tive knowledge of all material kept in the vast network of government bureaucracy. Nor is it reasonable to ask a prosecutor
a reasonable [doubt of guilt] that did not otherwise e ~ i s t . " ~
United States 11. Brigley marked a sea change in the Agrirs to set out on an interminable and unguided trek to find the holy
analytical framework. Bogley held that the materiality ques- grail.19 But, on the other side of the discovery equation is
tion did not turn upon whether a specific or general request defense counsel's peculiar predicament of having to make
was made. Rather, the Court explained, reversible error occurs requests in the dark. Just as a card player cannot possibly
if there is a reasooable probability of a different verdict if the know the contents of his opponents holecards, so too "a defensuppressed evidence had been disclosed? This test is met by a dant's counsel cannot know in most cases the precise nature of
A rule requiring
showing that the absence of ce~tainevidence precluded "a ver- all the documents held by the govern~nent."~~
dict worthy of confidence."1° Since Bagley, the principles the defense to detail the precise documents needed and their
underlying post-trial Brr~dyclaims have changed veiy little."
substance would result in a classic catch 22 paradox?'
In accommodating these competing concerns, the courts
While a materiality determination may require an elaborate,
complicated, and at times, unpredictable, factual inquiry, the have imposed upon the defense a materiality requirement -a
preliminary showing of the need and inaccessibility of the
legal standard of materiality is now well established.
requested information. Something more than a general
B. PRE-TRIAL CLAIMS
request for all relevant inforn~ationis required?' Again, this
i. The Materiality Requirement
materiality concept is quite different from the materiality
As discussed, in the most familiar context, Brady claims standard of post-trial Brndy claims. With the fonner, in theoa i s e after t~ial.Typically, a critical item or series of exculpa- ry (although not always in practice) the materiality requiretory or impeaching evidence will surface after trial, and the ment is easily metz3 In applying this principle, the district
court must assess the effect of this nondisclosure. During pre- court first focuses on the indictment to ideutify the potential
trial, however, the defense may request potentially exculpatory issues of the case.'" From this, the court can evaluate the
information, which is not in the immediate possession of the probable relevance and importance of the requested informaprosecution, which is not clearly related to the prosecution, or tion. Broadly speaking, evidence is material within the meanwhich is entitled to some limited protection against disclosure. iiigof Rule 16 if there is a good probability that the requested
For instance, a defendant charged with unlawful exportation of informatioii would assist the defense in finding admissible
high technology equipment appearing on the con~moditycon- evidence, aiding witness preparation, corroborating testimotrol list, may seek the discovery of Department of Commerce ny, impeaching or rebutting the prosecution's evidence, or
' a minimum,
record^.'^ Or, a defendant charged with violating certain fed- supporting some affirmative d e f e n ~ e . ~ At
"[tlbere
must
be
some
indication
that
the
pretrial
disclosure of
eral tax laws, may request the production of records prepared
the
disputed
evidence
would
have
enabled
the
defendant
sigand held by the Internal Revenue Service." And, as a further
example, a defendant individual/corporation may desire nificantly to alter the quantum of proof in his favor.26
In crafting these pre-trial requests, first and foremost,
records acquired or prepared by the Environmental Protection
Agency duriug the course of a toxic waste investigation, lead- defense counsel should make her request as speciEic as her
ing to a criminal prosecution.'"
knowledge of the case will allow. Through a specific discovIn such cases, Rule 16(a)(l)(C) of the Federal Rules of ery request, the defense puts the prosecutor on notice that a
Criminal Pr0cedu1.e invariably comes into play.'' This provi- ceitain file in his department or that of a related agency consion states, in pertinent part:
tains potentially exculpatory material. A specific I-equest further
eases the prosecution's task in finding the requested infor"Upon request of the defendant the government shall permit
the defendant to inspect and copy or photograph books, papers, mation. Fou these and other reasons, specific requests are
documents, photographs, tangible objects . . . which are within highly favored by the courts. While a court will not order a
the possession, and control of the government, and which are prosecuting agency to turn over every rock, it may well require
material to the preparation of the defendant's defense. . . ."
the government to turn over one or two?' "Under this more
flexible, sliding scale approach to assessing the material vel
In opposing these atid similar fiont-end claims, the prosecution frequently argues that the requests are too speculative to 'ton of the evidence in question, the specificity of the request is
justify a time-consuming and burdensome search of would-be inversely related to the prosecution's disclosure obligatio~l."~~
Consistent with this specificity principle, defense counsel
material evidence? In addition, the goven~mentmay assert
that the requested information involves sensitive material, ihould undertake his own investigation to ascertain as much
which should not be disclosed upon every request.I7 To tiifo~mationas possible before making a Brndy request. Doing
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your homework first will improve your chances in several
ways. To begin with, if, after undertaking an investigation,
defense counsel is still lacking sufficient kuowledge to make a
specific request, counsel can at least argue before the district
court that he has done everything reasonably possible to defme
and limit the government's search." If defense counsel finds
herself in a situation whe~eshe cannot identify specific documents in her pre-trial request, then counsel should identify
"categories" of document^.^ By establishing your good faith
efforts, counsel gains credibility with the trial judge, who is, or
should be, ever vigilant of the equities involved.
In just the opposite way, however, counsel's kuowledge
imposes greater obligations in preparing the production
lequest. If, for example, counsel has bad access to some of
the requested documents, he will be charged with knowledge
of the same. As a result, counsel will be expected to frame
his Rule 16 requests with the degree of specificity commensurate with his actual or constructiveknowIedge?'
T l ~ ecase of Ul~iterlStates v. Santinga, srpn, 46 F.3d 885
illustrates the shortcomings of one front-end request. In
Santiago, the defendant was prosecuted for f m t degree murder
on the theo~ythat he conspiled with seve~almembers of the
Mexican Mafia prison gang to kill another inmate. During pretrial, the government disclosed the names of several of its
inmate witnesses, their testimony being offe~edto plove the
defendant's affiliation with the prison gang, and to prove the
defendant's several incriminating statements. Under Rule 16,
the defense itqitested an in camem review and production of the
Bureau of Prison files of theinmate witnesses. In support of the
request, defense counsel zlrgued that the files might contain
information, showing that the inmate witnesses were associated
with a rival prison gang, acritical fact going to the potential bias
of these witnesses. The district cou~tdenied the q u e s t , and the
Coult of Appeals affirmed this ding. The court explained that,
given the extent of the defendant's investigation, the production
request was too thin to meet the materiality requirement:
"In defense counsel's only significant attempt to
show the materiality of the inmate files, counsel argued
at the pre-trial hearing that because the government
planned to introduce testimony of gang affiliations, he
would need to know for impeachment purposes
whether any inmate witnesses were linked to rival
gangs, and that any evidence from prison files on affiliation would be critical. These assertions, althongh not
implausible, do not satisfy the requirement of specific
facts, beyond allegations, relating to materiality.
(Citation.) Although the defense did have access to
other documents relating to the government witnesses
and intewiewed several other prison inmates, it did not
cite any fact, such as a statement by the defendant or
one of the interviewed witnesses, that might link one
of the witnesses to a rival gang. Thus, since the
defense has only asserted 'conclusory allegations'
without grounding in fact, (citation), we cannot find
that the infolmation sought was material to the case."
Id. at 894-895.
What is more, even if your requests are reasonably specific,
be careful not to overplay the Rule 16 card. Resourceful
attorneys will not be allowed to make endless lists of specific

requests. After all, at a certain point the sheer number of
requests begins to take on the look of a geneial request?' If
the judge senses that defense counsel is abusing the process,
or fntstrating the pmsecution, defendant's request with have
an ever-diminishing chance of success.33
Another important factor of the Rule 16 inquiry is the probable importar~ceof the requested information. If t h e ~ eis an
explicit request for what appears to be an important piece of
information, the prosecutor will generally b e required to
examine it?' For example, if the prosecution only intends to
call one or two police witnesses, a c o u ~may
t
likely find leasonable a general request for the police officers personnel
recoids?' Courts will also be more lenient toward a Brady
request when the information sought fivm the govemment is
highly technical and sophisticated. For instance, "[wlhere
scientific methodology or data is involved in proving a defendant's guilt, it is unreasonable to expect defense counsel to be
able to delve into technical aspects of that methodologyldata
on the spot at trial."36
In additiou, defense counsel should think in terms of the
practicality of the production request. Undoubtedly, the court
will be concerned about the difficulty and time involved in a
Brady search?' Thus, pre-trial requests will have a greater
chance of success if they call for limited searches both in
terms of time and geography. Succinctly put, pinpoint the
type and location of the file; do not ask the United States
Attorney's office to examine a sprawling mass of ~ecords.
Further, counsel should persuade the court of the likelihood of
finding material evidence by the search. After all, "[wlhel~
the file's link to the case is less clear, the court must also consider whether there was enough of a prospect of exculpatory
material to warrant a search.'"*
In close cases in particular, counsel should press the policy
argument in favor of liberal discovery. By requiring the government to search and pioduce reco~rls,the court is preventing
the government from compartmentalizing different aspects of
the case. Without the broad sweep of Rule 16, the prosecution will be fire to s e m h for and use inculpato~yevidence,
while leaving behind potentially exculpatory information.i9
More importantly, never let the govemment get away with the
simple-minded argument that the defense should obtain
potential Brady material by subpoena under Rule 17 of the
Federal Rnle of Criminal Procedure. Rule 16 is the principal
vehicle for pre-trial discovely in federal criminal actiondo
Finally, counsel should be awwe that discovery is a dynamic
process. If the govemment files a superseding indictment, Or if
new information comes tolight through discovery or otherwise,
counsel should reevaluate the case to determine the potential
materiality of old and new information. It is quite possible that
records which originally had no apparent relevance may
become important to the defense, due to changes in the theories
3r proposed evidence in the case. A district court's discovery
xder is not carved in stone. For example, information revealed
w a result of an initial Bmdy request may point to other exculJatory evidence. So long as defense counsel can make a showIng of materiality, she should be entitled to ongoing discovery.
However, be aware that this principle can work conversely.
rhat is, circumstances in a case may necessitate the resttiction
x denial of discovery?' Thus, counsel should get as much
nformation as he can as soon as he can.

ii. Possession & Control Requirement

which the prosecutor has knowledge of a ~ access
~ d to the docId. The proseuments
sought
by
the
defendant
in
each
case.
Rule 16 requires, among other things, that the requested
ciltor
will
be
deemed
to
have
knowledge
of
and
access to anyinformation be in the possession and control of the governthing
in
the
possession,
custody
or
control
of
any federal
ment. By now, it is well established that Rule 16 extends
agency
participating
in
the
sarne
investigation
of
the defenbeyond records i n the actual possession of the pro~ecution.'~
dant.""
For instance, if a defendant charged with offering to pay a
The Ninth Circuit analysis under Blynr~- focnsing on
postal en~ployeefor credit cards abstracted from the mail is
whether
the government has knowledge of and access to the
entitled to the production of the employee's personnel file
requested
information - has been extended to include
However, a federal prosecutor does not have
under Rule 16':
records
held
by the Bureau of Prisons*, and documents held
an obligation to "comb the files of every federal agency
by
the
Environmental
Protection Agency!'
which might have docu~nentsregal-ding the defendant in order
The
Third
Circuit
has
taken perl~apsa broader approach to
to fulfill his or her obligations under Rule 16(a)(l)(C).""
the
possession
and
control
issue. In United Stntes v.
Ninth Circuit authority offers the most developed analysis
Per.rlorilo,
tlie
Court
of
Appeals
observed that "[tlhe prosecuof this issue.
tors
have
an
obligation
to
make
a thorough inquiry of all
In United Stntes 12. Brynrrn, s~rlnn,868 F.2d 1036, the defenenforcement
agencies
that
had
a
potential
connection with the
dant was charged with several counts of mail fraud, involving
witnes~es."'~
Clearly,
the
more
iirvolved
another federal
unlawful tax shelters, resulting in the loss of federal tax revagency
is
in
the
criminal
investigation,
the
more
likely it will
enue. Prior to trial, the defendant made a production request
be
considered
an
arm
of
the
federal
prosec~tion!~
for documents and witness statements obtained through a
nationwide investigation of his activities coordinated by the
Internal Revenue Service. The government refused to pro- C. IN CAMERA REVIEW OF UNDISCLOSED INFORduce the material, claiming that the requested doc~~nients
were MATIOM
Assinning a duty to examine the requested files exists, the
not in the possession and control of the pl-osecution. The disnext
qnestion is whether the prosecutor's determination of
trict court ruled that the defendant was not entitled to any
materiality
is final or whether the docnments are subject to
recol-ds held outside of its own district. The Court of Appeals
judicial
examination.
The general mle is that a prosecutor's
disagreed, conclading that the lower court's interpretation of
review
is
s
u
f
f
i
~
i
e
n
t
.
But
~ the courts have held tliat "in some
Rule 16 was too restrictive:
circun~stances
the
trial
court shonld not rely on the
" W ] e agree with [United Stntes 11. Robeltson,634 F.Supp.
Government's
repl-esentations
as to materiality of potential
1020 (E.D.Ca1.1986) that the scope of tlie goveniment's
[exculpatory
and]
impeachment
evidence, but should instead
obligation under Rule 16(a)(l)(C) should turn on the extent to
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undertake an independent in camera review of relevani
Government files to determine materiality.'"'
For exayple, if it appears that the govetnment does no!
understand the complex and subtle issues of the case, ther
arguably the prosecutor will not be in a good position tc
determine the materiality of requested information?' Defense
counsel may also contend that the importance of the undisclosed information requires an independent judicial evaluation of the material."

CONCLUSION
As apparent from the case law, the Rule 16 analysis is a
srippery slope. Ws see the cases all over the legal map. But
there are important guidelines to follow so that your production requests have the best chance of success. Keep the
requests specific and limited; the more general and numerous
they are, the more likely they will be rejected. Counsel
should make the best possible record below by demonstrating
to the trial corn that investigative efforts have already been
made to obtain the needed material. A showing of a good
faith effort will help counsel at the trial and appellate level.
Counsel should also carefully explain to the district court how
the requested information is relevailt to the defense theories of
the case. With an outline of the case, the court can better
assess the probable importance of the requested information.
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